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09:00 - Day 1, Session 1

Integrated structural biology of gene transcription 

Our laboratory combines integrated structural biology and functional studies 

in vitro and in vivo to elucidate the mechanisms of gene transcription and 

genomic regulation in eukaryotic cells. The central enzyme of transcription, 

RNA polymerase II, is made of 12 subunits with a molecular weight of 520 

kiloDaltons and dynamically associates with dozens of additional factors during 

the transcription cycle. Based on many crystal structures of RNA polymerase in 

different functional states solved by us and other laboratories we could obtain 

a molecular movie of transcription that reveals many aspects about how mRNA 

molecules are made and provides a useful teaching tool (Cheung and Cramer, 

Cell 2012). We also proposed new aspects for how the transcription cycle is 

coordinated by phosphorylations of the C-terminal repeat domain (CTD) of 

RNA polymerase II (Mayer et al., Science 2012), and showed how aberrant 

non-coding RNAs are globally removed by early termination of transcription, 

resulting in transcriptome surveillance (Schulz, Schwalb et al., Cell 2013). 

We recently solved the crystal structure of RNA polymerase I (Engel et al., 

Nature 2013), which has 14 subunits and a molecular weight of 600 kDa and 

provided unexpected insights into transcription regulation. In my talk I will 

concentrate on how we were able to determine the hybrid structure of a core 

Pol II initiation complex bound to a core complex of the Mediator coactivator 

containing 31 polypetides with a combination of electron microscopy, 

crystallography, and crosslinking in a collaboration with the labs of W. 

Baumeister and F. Herzog (Plaschka et al., unpublished). 

Prof. Patrick Cramer - Max Planck Göttingen, Germany
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09:30 - Day 1, Session 1

Structural studies of membrane-embedded protein machines by NMR:  From 

lipid bilayers to cells

Membrane proteins and their complexes are an important class of biological 

molecules whose association with cellular compartments and their intrinsic 

molecular mobility can complicate their structural study by high-resolution 

methods.  Our group has developed NMR-based approaches to obtain structural 

and dynamical information under such conditions.

 

For example, we have recently determined how the gating cycle of membrane-

embedded potassium channels is influenced by small molecules, protein 

plasticity and the lipid bilayer (see, e.g., Ref. [1,2]). Moreover we have 

characterized the influence of protein motion and protein-protein interactions 

for protein insertion and translocation machines in bacteria. In parallel, we have 

devised experiment protocols [3,4] that allow us to study such systems in the 

cellular context, including the use of mammalian cells. In our contribution, we 

describe recent progress in these areas of research.

Mohammed Kaplan, Cecilia de Agrela-Pinto, Klaartje Houben, Markus 

Weingarth, Deni Mance, Mark Daniels, Gert E. Folkers and Marc Baldus

References: 

[1] van der Cruijsen, E. A. W.; Nand, D.; Weingarth, M.; Prokofyev, A.; Hornig, S.; 

Cukkemane, A. A.; Bonvin, A. M. J. J.; Becker, S.; Hulse, R. E.; Perozo, E.; Pongs, O.; 

Baldus, M. PNAS 2013, 110, 13008.

[2] Weingarth, M.; van der Cruijsen, E. A. W.; Ostmeyer, J.; Lievestro, S.; Roux, B.; 

Baldus, M. J Am Chem Soc 2014, 136, 2000.

[3] Renault, M.; Tommassen-van Boxtel, R.; Bos, M. P.; Post, J. A.; Tommassen, J.; 

Baldus, M. PNAS 2012, 109, 4863.

[4] Kaplan, M.; Cukkemane, A.; van Zundert, G. P.; Narashiman, S.; Waksman, G.; 

Bonvin, A. M. J. J.; Fronzes, R.; Folkers, G. E.; Baldus, M. 2015, in revision.

Prof. Marc Baldus - Utrecht, Netherlands
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10:00 - Day 1, Session 1

Knowing when to cross the mitotic checkpoint

Cell division progresses to anaphase only after all chromosomes are connected 

to spindle microtubules through kinetochores, and the spindle assembly 

checkpoint (SAC) is satisfied. A crucial protein in regulating the SAC, is the 

mitotic checkpoint kinase Mps1. We have shown that Mps1 contains an  

N-terminal localization module, organized in an  N-terminal extension (NTE) 

and a tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain, for which we have determined the 

crystal structure. This module is necessary for kinetochore localization of Mps1 

in mitotic cells, and essential for the mitotic checkpoint, with the predominant 

kinetochore binding activity resided within the NTE. We have further shown, 

using NMR and Thermophoresis experiments that this N-terminal localization 

module of Mps1 interacts directly with the Ndc80 kinetochore complex, in 

vitro. This interaction is predominantly dominated by the HEC1 calponin 

homology (CH) domain of Ndc80C and is enhanced by at least twenty-fold 

by phosphorylation of the Mps1 module. Crucially, this kinetochore-Mps1 

interaction can be disrupted by microtubule polymers in vitro. Consistently 

in cells, Mps1 binding to kinetochores or to ectopic Ndc80 complexes was 

prevented by end-on microtubule attachment, independent of known 

kinetochore protein removal mechanisms. We thus suggest that competition for 

kinetochore binding between SAC proteins and microtubules provides a direct 

and likely evolutionary conserved way to detect a properly organised spindle 

ready for cell division. 

Dr Anastassis Perrakis - National Cancer Institute, Netherlands
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11:00 - Day 1, Session 1

Sp140 and its interaction with chromatin

Sp140 is a recently identified, IFNg-inducible leukocyte-specific nuclear protein, with 

unknown structure and function [1,2]. Since 2008 an increasing number of evidences 

implicate Sp140 in the etiology of some blood tumors (CLL, MLL) [3,4,5]. Sp140 sequence 

suggests chromatin interaction, as it harbours CARD domain (putative dimerization), 

bipartite NLS, SAND domain (putative binding to DNA), PHD finger and bromodomain 

(BRD). PHD fingers and BRDs are conserved reader domains of histone epigenetic marks, 

promoting the recruitment of transcriptional and chromatin-remodelling complexes 

on chromatin. We are studying Sp140 chromatin interaction by combining in cell 

experiments (IF, CoIP, ChIPseq) with dissection of Sp140 domains structure and function 

(NMR and other biophysical and biochemical techniques).

We solved by solution NMR Sp140 PHD finger structure, unexpectedly discovering in 

the PHD finger family a new fold which does not bind to histones and which is regulated, 

upon phosphorylation, by the peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase Pin1 [6]. By NMR 

phosphorylation monitoring [7] and in vitro phosphorylation reactions we are looking for 

the kinase targeting Sp140 PHD finger.

NMR spectra suggest that Sp140 BRD interacts with the adjacent PHD finger, making 

a structural and functional unit in which BRD binds to acetylated histone H4 (acH4) 

(binding assay with an array carrying hundreds of histones epigenetic marks) and PHD 

finger behaves as intramolecular SUMO E3 ligase for the adjacent BRD (binding to the 

SUMO E2 ligase Ubc9 as shown by NMR titration, SUMOylation of PHD-BRD by in vitro 

reactions, identification of a SUMOylation site in BRD by mass spectrometry). We are 

characterizing BRD binding to acH4 by NMR and ITC titrations and confirming PHD 

finger as SUMO E3 ligase by SUMOylation reactions with PHD-BRD carrying mutated 

BRD or unfolded PHD.

As expected Sp140 SAND binds to dsDNA oligos (NMR and fluorescence tirations). We 

are solving the solution NMR SAND structure and characterizing DNA interaction by 

titrations with structure-guided SAND mutants and generation of a model of the SAND- 

DNA complex by NMR data driven docking methods (HADDOCK).

Finally, we confirmed Sp140 chromatin attachment in cells by immunofluorescence and 

Sp140 enrichment upon cellular lysate sonication or treatment with endonuclease.

Our work shows how the structural and functional investigation of the domains of an 

unknown protein could be a useful strategy for dissecting the protein function and 

suggesting in cell experiments aimed to define its pathophysiological role.

Dr Chiara Zucchelli - S. Raffaele Scientific Institute, Italy
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11:30 - Day 1, Session 1

RNA-protein complexes in RNA metabolism: an integrative structure biology 

approach

During the biosynthesis and processing of the pre-rRNA and mRNA transcripts 

post-transcriptional modifications of ribonucleotides occur in functionally 

relevant regions. 2’-OH ribose methylation, was shown to protect RNA from 

ribonucleolytic cleavage, stabilize single base pairs, serve as chaperone, and 

impact the folding of RNAs at high temperatures. In eukaryotes and archaea this 

modification is carried out by the Box C/D small nucleolar RNA-protein complex 

(s(no)RNP). The archaeal Box C/D sRNP complex consists of three core proteins 

(L7Ae, Nop5 and Fibrillarin) assembled around the methylation guide sRNA 

containing two similar conserved motifs: box C/D and box C’/D’. The guide sRNA 

in the complex base pairs with two complementary substrate RNAs (10-21bp) 

and selects the methylation site, namely the 5th nucleotide upstream to the 

canonical box D (box D’).

Here I will present the structure of the catalytically active Box C/D sRNP 

complex in solution (390 kDa) assembled around a physiological sRNA 

construct. The structure is obtained by a powerful combination of solution 

state NMR and small angle neutron scattering (SANS). We show that the active 

sRNP is a pseudo-tetrameric complex: by solving the structure of both the apo- 

and the holo-complex we are able to decipher the mechanisms of methylation 

and to explain the specificity of the enzyme. Furthermore, with an NMR 

detected activity assay we reveal that the methylation at different rRNA sites is 

regulated, which in turns offer implication for rRNA folding.

Prof. Teresa Carlomagno - EMBL Heidelberg, Germany
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12:00 - Day 1, Session 1

Ivano Bertini Award: The structure of the influenza virus replication machine: 

a long time coming but worth waiting for!

Influenza viruses form part of the Orthomyxoviridae family 

of segmented negative single-stranded RNA viruses (sNSV). 

Arenaviridae and Bunyaviridae are other families of sNSVs and 

also include serious human pathogens such as Lassa fever virus 

and Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever virus, respectively. 

For all sNSV, the viral ssRNA genome segments (8 for influenza 

viruses, 3 for bunyaviruses and 2 for arenaviruses) are 

individually packaged by the viral nucleoprotein into filamentous 

or helical ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs) which are the functional replication units. 

Transcription, generating capped viral mRNAs, and replication, generating full-length 

genome or antigenome copies (vRNA and cRNA respectively), are performed by the same 

virally encoded RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. sNSV polymerases have two unique 

features. Firstly, they perform transcription by the ‘cap-snatching’ mechanism, whereby 

short 5’ capped RNA fragments are cleaved from host cell mRNA by an endonuclease 

intrinsic to the polymerase and then used to prime synthesis of viral mRNAs. Secondly, 

they recognise each genome segment via their highly conserved, quasi-complementary 3’ 

and 5’ extremities, known as the promoter. Crystal structures of influenza polymerase1,2 

and a bunyavirus polymerase3, bound to their respective promoters, show that divergent 

segmented negative strand viral polymerases have the same architecture and mode 

of regulation by the promoter vRNA. In the case of influenza virus polymerase, the 

structures suggest a model for cap-dependent transcription in which the cap-binding 

domain rotates by 60° from a position allowing the endonuclease to first cleave the host 

pre-mRNA to an alternative configuration in which the capped oligomer can enter the 

polymerase active site and hence prime transcription. Complementary information from 

the La Crosse bunyavirus polymerase structure suggests a model by which RNA synthesis 

occurs within the context of an RNP with minimal disruption of the RNP structure.

Due to their unpredictable evolution, influenza viruses pose a perennial threat to public 

health world-wide whether it is through seasonal flu epidemics, adaptation of highly 

pathogenic avian strains (e.g. H5N1, H7N9) to humans or generation of entirely novel, 

potentially pandemic, strains by reassortment of genome segments from diverse viruses. 

The new structures will help in the development of novel anti-viral drugs targeting the 

replication machine of influenza virus and potentially of related segmented negative 

strand RNA viruses.

Dr. Stephen Cusack - EMBL Grenoble, France
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14:00 - Day 1, Session 2

Structural Vaccinology

The recent advances in X-ray crystallography, Cryo-Electron Microscopy and 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy have increased enormously the 

ability to determine the atomic structure of protein antigens, providing a unique 

opportunity to use structural information to design and develop vaccines that 

were so far difficult or impossible. We will present examples of work on two 

different proteins where the determination of the protein structure led to the 

development of candidate vaccine antigens that were previously impossible.  

In the first examples, several approaches have been applied to enhance the 

antigenic performance of the Neisseria meningitidis Factor H Binding Protein 

(1), e.g. epitopes from 3 antigenically distinct variants were grafted into one 

molecule, making one antigen able to induce universal immunity. In the second 

examples, several approaches have been applied to the Respiratory Syncytial 

Virus F protein (2). Of particular interest, it was stabilized in the prefusion 

conformation by introducing a disulfide bridge and other stabilizing mutations 

to prevent the transition from prefusion to postfusion forms. These findings 

will enable the development of an RSV vaccine that so far had not been possible 

because of the instability of the prefusion form of the F protein. 

[1]  Scarselli M et al, Science Translational Medicine, 2011; and Johnson S et al, 

PLOS Pathogens, 2012. 

[2] Swanson K et al, PNAS, 2011; and McLellan JS et al, Science, 2013.

Dr Matthew Bottomley - GSK Vaccines, Italy
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14:30 - Day 1, Session 2

Cryo-electron microscopy comes of age: Applications to molecular 

pharmacology

Recent breakthroughs in the field of cryo-electron microcopy provide new 

prospects for determination of the structures of a variety of macromolecular 

assemblies and small dynamic protein complexes that are not amenable to 

analysis by X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy. The highest resolution 

structures obtained using cryo-electron microscopy have been historically 

restricted to large, well-ordered entities such as helical or icosahedral 

assemblies or 2D crystals, and to large protein assemblies such as the ribosome. 

However, it has now become possible to use cryo-electron microscopy to 

determine structures, at near-atomic resolution of small, dynamic protein 

complexes with sizes in the < 500 kD range. The prospect that the determination 

of protein structures to atomic resolution will no longer be limited by size, or 

by the need for crystallization represents a significant and exciting horizon 

in structural biology and in molecular pharmacology. The stage is now set for 

the application of these methods to analyze structures of a wide variety of 

biologically and medically relevant multi-protein complexes and membrane 

protein assemblies, which have historically represented the most challenging 

frontier in structural biology. 

Dr Sriram Subramaniam - NIH, USA
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15:00 - Day 1, Session 2

Structure and Function of HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase:

Drugs by Design and Recent Innovations

Crystallography has made extraordinary contributions to our understanding 

of the biology and chemistry of HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.  Judicious 

applications of structure-based drug design against HIV-1 protease and 

reverse transcriptase (RT) has led to the discovery of key drugs that are used in 

combinations to treat HIV infection.  Extensive research and drug development 

efforts by pharma, and academic and governmental research institutions, have 

made it possible for an HIV-infected person to live a nearly normal life.  

HIV-1 RT is responsible for converting the viral 10-kilobase single-stranded 

RNA genome to double-stranded DNA.  This fascinating and essential enzyme, 

one of medicine’s most important molecular foes, is the target of 13 approved 

anti-AIDS drugs: 8 nucleoside analog RT inhibitors (NRTIs) and 5 non-nucleoside 

RT inhibitors (NNRTIs).  We have determined many crystal structures of wild-

type and drug-resistant RTs in complexes with nucleic acid and/or inhibitors.  

We participated in structure-guided discovery and development of two anti-

AIDS drugs with exceptional potency against drug-resistant variants.  Crystal 

structures combined with biochemical data help to elucidate molecular 

mechanisms of polymerase catalysis and inhibition, and intriguing ways by which 

HIV-1 develops resistance to different anti-AIDS drugs.  

Fragment screening has become one of the most valuable tools for early stage 

drug discovery and systematic mapping of binding sites on macromolecular 

targets.  Recent crystallographic fragment screening studies with HIV-1 RT have 

revealed new allosteric inhibitory binding pockets for future drug discovery.  

Some of the fragments containing halogens bind in many locations, and a 

method will be described for crystallographic structure determination using 

anomalous phasing from halogenated fragments. 

Prof. Eddy Arnold - Rutgers, USA
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16:00 - Day 1, Session 2

TACC3- XMAP215 interaction reveals an asymmetric association promoting 

spindle microtubule elongation

chTOG is a conserved microtubule polymerase that catalyses the addition 

of tubulin dimers to promote microtubule growth. chTOG interacts with 

TACC3, a member of the transforming acidic coiled-coil (TACC) family. Here 

we analyse their association using the Xenopus homologues, XTACC3 (TACC3) 

and XMAP215 (chTOG), dissecting the mechanism by which their interaction 

promotes microtubule elongation during spindle assembly. Using SAXS, we 

show that the TACC domain (TD) is an elongated structure that mediates the 

interaction with the C terminus of XMAP215. Our data suggest that one TD and 

two XMAP215 molecules associate to form a four-helix coiled-coil complex. 

A hybrid methods approach was used to define the precise regions of the 

TACC heptad repeat and the XMAP215 C terminus required for assembly and 

functioning of the complex. We show that XTACC3 can induce the recruitment 

of larger amounts of XMAP215 by increasing its local concentration, thereby 

promoting efficient microtubule elongation during mitosis.

Dr Nehar Mortuza - University of Copenhagen, Denmark
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16:30 - Day 1, Session 2

Impact of structural information in drug discovery

The use of protein structure data and its application in structure based 

drug design has long been integrated in project development within major 

pharmaceutical companies. There are numerous publications describing how 

structural information has impacted the design of novel chemical compounds 

which have progressed to clinical programs. Some of these compounds have 

successfully gone through clinical programs and are available on the market to 

the benefit of patients. 

While current challenges in the pharmaceutical industry have resulted in a 

shift towards novel mechanisms and new modalities such as protein-protein 

inhibitors and therapeutic proteins, technical developments in crystallography 

have opened up for more demanding questions such as structure based design 

for target classes like membrane proteins. Taken together, the potential for 

structural biology to impact project progress today covers a much wider array of 

questions than traditional structure based small molecule design.

In this presentation I will discuss the use of structural information in drug 

discovery projects at AstraZeneca. Classical examples of structure based drug 

design will be mixed with more tailored approaches used to bridge chemistry 

and pharmacology or support development of biopharmaceuticals.   

Dr Helena Kack - AstraZeneca, Sweden
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09:00 - Day 2, Session 3

High resolution Cryo-EM studies at the MRC-LMB: Local setup and examples

Recent advances in microscope hardware and automation, as well as efficient 

detectors and software improvements have pushed the resolution limits of 

electron cryo-microscopy (Cryo-EM).  Parallel developments in ease of use have 

also made the methodology more accessible to non-expert users.  The MRC  

Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMB) has long been at the forefront of Cryo-

EM development, education and dissemination. The current local setup allows 

both expert users and users from other disciplines to ask and answer important 

biological questions using Cryo-EM. An overview of the current equipment that 

is in use and our training regime will be presented. Examples of high-resolution 

structures determined at LMB, ranging from large cytoplasmic complexes to 

large and small membrane embedded assemblies, will be discussed along with 

the unique challenges they presented. 

Dr Christos Savva - MRC-LMB, UK
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09:30 - Day 2, Session 3

Structure determination of functional self-replicating protein filaments by 

solid-state NMR spectroscopy

The controlled formation of protein filaments by self-replicating or “prion-

like” mechanisms is recognized to play pivotal roles in an increasing number of 

diverse biological functions, ranging from microbial pathogenesis to cellular 

signaling machineries. Typically, the availability of high-resolution structural 

information is a limiting factor in understanding the mechanistic details of 

such systems, as their size and filamentous nature renders them refractory to 

x-ray crystallography or solution NMR. In the last decade, magic angle spinning 

solid-state NMR spectroscopy has become a powerful tool for the structure 

determination of protein filaments. However, serious challenges remain, such 

as spectral crowding and restraint ambiguities inherent to homo-oligomeric 

assemblies. To alleviate these problems, we have employed segmental isotope 

labeling strategies to analyze the structure of functional amyloids that display 

highly congested solid-state NMR spectra.

Helical filaments provide an additional challenge because of the large and 

varying number of interacting protomers, resulting in very large atomic 

complexes to be modeled, and because multiple parameters must be determined 

to correctly describe their helical symmetry. Using exclusively solid-state NMR-

derived data, we have determined the atomic resolution structure of helical 

filaments formed by the innate immunity signaling adaptor MAVS. We show 

that the correct symmetry parameters can be faithfully derived from ambiguous 

inter-protomer solid-state NMR distance restraints using an efficient modeling 

algorithm that systematically explores the helical symmetry space. Solution 

NMR, paramagnetic relaxation enhancement experiments and mutagenesis 

have been employed to validate our approach and to provide detailed 

mechanistic insights into the activation of MAVS from its monomeric, inactive 

form to signaling-competent helical filaments.

Prof. Christiane Ritter - Helmholtz, Germany
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10:00 - Day 2, Session 3

Lipid-protein interactions

Eukaryotic cells use membrane-bounded organelles with unique lipid and 

protein compositions to regulate and spatially organize cellular functions and 

signalling. As part of this tight control, many proteins are regulated by lipids. In 

humans, the importance of these regulatory circuits is evident from the variety 

of disorders arising from altered protein–lipid interactions, which constitute 

attractive targets for pharmaceutical drug development. 

However, the full repertoire of interactions remains poorly explored and 

exploited because their detection is still difficult to achieve on a large, 

systematic scale. I will describe a series of chemical biology approaches to 

characterize in vivo assembled, stable protein-lipid complexes(1) and to study 

lipid interactions with peripheral membrane proteins(2). Data from yeast and 

human cell lines reveal surprising insights, such as the discovery of a new family 

of oxysterol-binding protein, conserved in humans (where it has been linked to 

several diseases) with unexpected specificities for an important signaling lipid, 

phosphatidylserine. The assays are scalable to the proteome and/or lipidome 

levels and are easily adapted to the study of small-molecules that disrupt 

protein–lipid interactions.

[1] .K. Maeda et al., Nature 501, 257 (Sep 12, 2013).

[2].A. E. Saliba et al., Nat. Methods, doi: 10.1038/nmeth.2734 (2013).

Dr Anne-Claude Gavin - EMBL Heidelberg, Germany
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11:00 - Day 2, Session 3

“From one seed a whole handful”: homologous proteins as seeds

in crystallisation

Protein structures have significantly impacted and aided drug discovery efforts. 

However, it is not enough to know the structure of a protein; it must be the 

right structure. Small alteration in sequence can lead to different conformations 

and oligomerization states, cause changes which lead to different active site 

architecture and also which modify function. Protein crystallization is an 

essential prerequisite for the determination of protein structures by X-ray 

crystallography.

We have obtained encouraging initial results for a hitherto unexplored 

crystallization method with the enzyme arylamine N-acetyltransferase from 

M. tuberculosis (TBNAT). Despite prolonged and varied trials to crystallize 

TBNAT, an important anti-tubercular drug target, no crystals were obtained. In 

an alternative approach, cross-seeding of TBNAT protein with micro-crystalline 

seeds from a homologous NAT from M. marinum (74 % sequence identity (SID)) 

surprisingly resulted in a single 20 micron sized TBNAT crystal that diffracted 

to 2.1 Å and allowed for TBNAT structure determination (Abuhammad et 

al., 2013). To our knowledge, cross-seeding crystallisation using homologous 

proteins has only been previously successful in cases with more than 85% SID.

In this study, we have explored the effect of low sequence homology on 

cross seeding using β-lactamases with SID as low as 30%. Despite the low 

SIDs, the results show cross seeding leads to an increase in hits obtained, the 

identification of new crystallization conditions, shortening of crystallization 

time and an improvement in the quality of the crystals obtained.

Dr Areej Abuhammad - SESAME, Jordan
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11:30 - Day 2, Session 3

Nanobody-enabled fragment screening on active-state constrained GPCRs

In the past 10 years, GPCR drug discovery has relied on cell-based assays 

combined with high-throughput screening (HTS) of large compound libraries 

for lead discovery as well as optimization. However, progress in identifying 

new small molecule drugs has been disappointing and the pace of GPCR drug 

discovery is slow. One key problem is that compounds do not only need to target 

the correct GPCR, but the drugs must also exhibit the appropriate efficacy 

profile: agonist, partial agonist, neutral antagonist or inverse agonist. Even 

worse, hits from HTS screens frequently must be deconstructed to remove 

liabilities that cause toxicity or non-ideal ADME properties.

Fragment-based drug discovery uses low-molecular-weight, moderately 

lipophilic, and highly soluble fragments as starting points for developing novel 

drugs. FBDD is particularly advantageous for its ability to more completely 

assess “compound space” for molecules that interact with the target of interest. 

Last years, our lab has shown that Nanobodies are effective tools for stabilizing 

agonist-bound active states of GPCRs1-4. Building on this technology, we have 

developed a Nanobody-enabled fragment screening approach to explore new 

chemical space for the development of drugs targeting GPCRs. Our approach 

has the competitive advantage to other methods that we can screen fragments 

that exclusively bind to particular functional conformations of the receptor 

allowing us to triage our fragments according to efficacy profile and potency 

from a single biophysical assay. Nanobody-enabled screening of a moderate 

sized fragment library of 1000 compounds led to the discovery of several 

fragments with an agonist efficacy profile.

Prof. Jan Steyaert - VIB, Belgium
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12:00 - Day 2, Session 3

Synthetic Biology meets Structural Biology: New Perspectives and 

Opportunities.

Synthetic biology is the engineering of biology which enables a rational, 

bottom-up approach to design and construct artificial biological systems as 

well as the redesign of existing natural biological systems. Structural biology 

is the elucidation of molecular mechanisms of natural and artificial biological 

architectures, ideally at atomic resolution. 

Structural biology has drawn immense benefit from engineering and design, 

notably for the recombinant synthesis of biological specimens as objects of 

study. 

Recombinant technology relies on the delivery of customized, active biological 

circuits comprising functionally arranged synthetic genetic material and 

regulatory elements, into a variety of natural and engineered host organisms as 

the chassis. 

Synthetic biology approaches hold enormous promise to decisively advance 

structural biology in academic and industrial research and development 

programs, by accelerating all steps of circuit design, assembly and delivery, and 

enhancing available chassis by targeted engineering. Recent developments, 

their applications and potential for investigating the structure and function of 

complex multiprotein assemblies will be discussed.

Prof. Imre Berger - EMBL Grenoble, France
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14:00 - Day 2, Session 4

First research outcomes from Instruct access – proof of principle and future 

goals

Instruct has, since 2012, provided access to structural biology infrastructure 

through its Instruct Centres distributed around Europe. To date the tally is: 194 

proposals processed; 138 access proposals in progress; 74 completed visits. 

The access programme is enabling key scientific achievements, establishing new 

collaborative associations with research leaders and expanding the numbers of 

scientists trained in integrated structural techniques.  

The multisite organization of Instruct brings particular strengths and 

specialisms into the infrastructure and allows adaptability to address new 

scientific questions and approaches. Added value is gained by the user in 

discovering new opportunities for exploiting synergistic integrative approaches 

through collaboration, mobility to excellent facilities, expert training and 

increased skills in the latest and developing technologies.

Case studies that have used the Instruct infrastructure will be presented to 

demonstrate some of the high impact scientific outcomes enabled by Instruct.

Instruct has a role in developing and implementing new technologies, 

particularly in the crossover between physical and biological sciences 

applications and some of the promising new areas will be discussed. The 

structural field has never been so exciting.

Prof. Dave Stuart - Instruct
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14:30 - Day 2, Session 4

Structural Biology at the European Spallation Source

The European Spallation Source (ESS) is a European project to build the world’s brightest 

neutron source in Lund, Sweden. The project is a collaboration of 17 partner countries 

and is jointly hosted by Sweden and Denmark. The construction cost is estimated at 

1.843 billion euros and the majority of the partners’ contributions will be in- kind. A 

5 MW proton accelerator and a rotating tungsten target produce 2.86 ms pulses of 

neutrons at 14 Hz frequency. This unique long pulse spallation source is particularly 

well suited for many neutron scattering techniques used for investigating bio-molecular 

structure, such as crystallography, small angle scattering and reflectometry.

Neutron scattering provides unique information that is highly complementary to that 

provided by X-ray scattering (e.g. at synchrotron sources) since neutrons – unlike X-rays 

– are strongly scattered by light elements such as hydrogen and differently by different 

isotopes.

The high brightness of the ESS will provide at least an order of magnitude improvement 

in the application of neutron scattering techniques to structural biology. Specifically it 

will allow the study of smaller crystals or sample volumes, faster measurements, and 

tailored resolution.

Neutron macromolecular crystallography is the most unambiguous method for 

determining the hydrogen positions in biological macromolecules. Hydrogen often plays 

a key role in biological function, such as in enzyme catalysis, ligand binding or proton 

transport. The NMX instrument is a time-of-flight (TOF) quasi-Laue diffractometer 

optimised for small samples and large unit cells in order to locate the hydrogen atoms 

relevant for the function macromolecules. We estimate that, using the ESS long pulse 

source, a macromolecular diffractometer could be used to collect data from crystals of 

~200 μm dimension in some days, which represents an order of magnitude improvement 

over currently available sources. More importantly it broadens the range of systems that 

can be investigated to many biologically very interesting molecules, including membrane 

proteins such as proton pumps.

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) makes use of the contrast variation between 

hydrogen isotopes for the solution structure determination of macromolecular 

complexes at moderate resolution. Deuteration of each of the individual constituents 

allows individual protein components to be explicitly identified in the envelopes. The 

LoKI instrument is a versatile SANS instrument focused on biological and soft condensed 

matter systems. Both NMX and LoKI have completed the preliminary engineering design 

phase and are on track to be availably to users among the early instruments at the ESS.

Dr. Esko Oksanen - European Spallation Source
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15:30 - Day 2, Session 4

EATRIS model for translational medicine and innovation in the ERA

The European Infrastructure for Translational Medicine (EATRIS), is a non-profit 

European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC). The purpose of EATRIS 

is to support clients involved in drug and diagnostics development by matching 

their needs with the unique services provided by top-level European academic 

research centres. 

EATRIS focuses on supporting clients from industry and academia in advancing 

their medical discoveries, made in the laboratory or clinic, into novel products 

to be tested safely for the first time in humans and advanced to clinical proof 

of concept. In addition, EATRIS supports translational programmes initiated by 

governments and charity funders (“EATRIS inside”).  The consortium comprises 

75 research institutions in eight European countries. Institutions are selected 

on the basis of their track record in public-private collaboration in drug 

development. 

EATRIS centres are distinguished by their multidisciplinary teams of leading 

translational experts and their high-end research facilities, production 

laboratories and licenses. Comprehensive support, services and access to 

patient cohorts are provided in the fields of advanced therapy medicinal 

products, biomarkers, imaging and tracing, small molecules and vaccines.  By 

using standardised one-to-one contracting procedures between clients and 

EATRIS centres, lead times to start and execute projects are reduced to a 

minimum.

To learn more visit www.eatris.eu 

Dr. Giovanni Migliaccio - EATRIS
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Structural Biology Infrastructure provision within ESFRI

ESFRI identified the importance of a European structural biology infrastructure 

in its original roadmap in 2006.  It has welcomed the initiative to develop the 

INSTRUCT distributed facility in fulfilment of this goal.  ESFRI is now working on 

the fourth version of the roadmap, to be published in 2016.  This will draw on a 

landscape of RIs in Health and Food being developed by the Strategic Working 

Group, and proposals submitted by ESFRI delegations.  Progress with the 

roadmap and the timetable for confirming the contents will be reported, with 

information on the place of structural biology RIs in the overall landscape. 

Prof. John Womersley - STFC
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Instruct and the other BMS ESFRI Infrastructures in the changing European 

landscape of Research Infrastructures

In 2006 the first ESFRI Roadmap contained six BMS (Biological and Medical 

Sciences) Research Infrastructures: BBMRI (biobanks), EATRIS (translational 

research), ECRIN (clinical trials), ELIXIR (biological information), Infrafrontier 

(the mouse as a model organism) and Instruct (structural biology). In 2008 

the BMS group of infrastructures was supplemented with four new projects, 

EMBRC (marine biology), ERINHA (high security laboratories), EU-Openscreen 

(chemical biology) and Euro-BioImaging (biological and medical imaging), and 

in 2010 with another three, ANAEE (ecosystems), ISBE (systems biology) and 

MIRRI (microbial collections). The first group of infrastructures have now 

evolved through their preparatory phase into implementation, the second 

group is in transition and the most recent ones in their preparatory phase. BMS 

ESFRI Infrastructures realized early on that they complement each other in 

provision of services to the European and global scientific community, including 

industry, and therefore established an unofficial communication platform, 

the BMS RI Directors/Coordinators group. Such a platform is needed also 

for emphasizing the role of BMS infrastructures for the European Research 

Area and for planning joint (cluster) applications to EC calls. BioMedBridges 

cluster project has clearly improved data interoperability and harmonization of 

activities between the BMS Research Infrastructures and needs follow-up. Year 

2015 will again see new assessments of the implementation status of ESFRI 

infrastructures. It is expected that those infrastructures that are already in their 

early stages of operation will disappear from the Roadmap and – if considered 

successful – move to the European Research Infrastructure Landscape. How this 

will affect their funding from Member States and overall sustainability, remains 

a concern.  

Prof. Eero Vuorio - Biocenter Finland and BBMRI



Structural biology is one of the 
key frameworks on which we 
interpret molecular and cellular 
functions. The main experimental 
technologies are complementary, 
and increasingly link detailed atomic 
structure with cellular context.

Structural biology is currently in the 
middle of a revolution enabled by 
significant advances in the tools (direct 
electron detectors in EM, advances in 
synchrotron sources and detectors, 
XFELs, ultra-high field NMR, super-
resolution cryo-light miscroscopy). 

Who can gain access to 
Instruct infrastructure?

Access to the Instruct infrastructure, 
expertise and methods is available 
to all researchers from Instruct 
Member countries. 

Access is granted subject to scientific 
peer review and is available either :

1. for basic or pre-competitive research 
(users agree to publication of data; 
access is funded by Instruct)

2. on a service basis for commercial use 
(user access is on a fee for service basis; 
no obligation to disclose or publish data)

Access to Instruct infrastructure can 
help advance your research – 67 peer 
reviewed publications acknowledge 
Instruct infrastructure. Apply now.

What is Instruct?
Instruct is a pan-European research 
infrastructure in structural biology, 
making high-end technologies and 
methods available to scientists.

http://www.structuralbiology.eu/


1. University of Oxford: 
 David Stuart & Carol Robinson 
2. IGBMC-CERBM: 
 Alberto Podjarny 
3. PSB, Grenoble: 
 Darren Hart & Eva Pebay-Peyroula 
4. Magnetic Resonance Center  
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5. Weizmann Institute of Science: 
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 Dennis Bamford 
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15. University of Tel Aviv: 
 Haim Wolfson 
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 Jose-Maria Carazo 
17. Nanobodies4Instruct, VIB, Belgium: 
 Jan Steyaert   
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 Maria Armenia Carrondo 
19. SWEDSTRUCT, Sweden 
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Full profiles of the centres can be found at www.structuralbiology.eu
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Instruct Spotlight 
Nanobodies4Instruct

Nanobodies are the small (15 kDa) and stable single-
domain fragments harboring the full antigen-binding 
capacity of camelid heavy chain–only antibodies. 
Nanobodies are exquisite chaperones for crystallizing 
membrane proteins, multiprotein assemblies, transient 
conformational states and intrinsically disordered proteins. 
Nanobodies can also be used for other applications in 
structural biology. Domain-specific Nanobodies have 
been used in single-particle electron microscopy (EM) 
to track these domains in particle projections. Because 
Nanobodies can be functionally expressed as intrabodies 
in eukaryotic cells, these single-domain antibodies can 
also be used to track their targets inside a living cell.

The active-state conformations of GPCRs are unstable 
in the absence of specific cytosolic signaling partners 
representing key challenges for structural biology. In 
collaboration with Brian Kobilka, Nanobodies4Instruct 
generated Nanobodies against the ß2 adrenergic 
receptor (ß2AR) and the muscarinic acetylcholine 
receptor (M2R) that exhibit G protein-like behaviour, and 
obtained agonist-bound, active-state crystal structures 
of receptor•Nb complexes of ß2AR and M2R. 

Other Nbs were developed that stabilize the 
ß2AR-Gs complex. One of these nanobodies that 
inhibits the GTP driven dissociation of ß2AR-Gs 
was instrumental for obtaining the high-resolution 
crystal structure of this complex, providing the first 
view of transmembrane signaling by a GPCR.

Apply to visit Jan and Els at structuralbiology.eu

Jan Steyaert Els Pardon

Nanobodies4Instruct is a new flagship 
technology offered through the Instruct access 

network. Jan Steyaert explains what nanobodies 
are and why they are in such high demand:

http://www.structuralbiology.eu
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Poster 1 - Expression, purification and 
characterization of the full length membrane 
type 1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP)

Collagenolysis, the degradation of one of the most abundant extracellular matrix 

components i.e. collagen, by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) occurs during 

development, wound healing, and major inflammatory diseases. The mechanism of 

collagenolysis by soluble collagenases, such as MMP-1, has been widely studied and, 

although its molecular details have not been completely elucidated, it is known that 

the presence of both catalytic (CAT) and hemopexin-like (HPX) domains as well as their 

flexibility are prerequisite and crucial.

Membrane type 1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) is a transmembrane cell- 

surface collagenase that mainly confines its activity at the cellular surface. The 

mechanism of collagenolysis of its extracellular soluble ectodomain (sMT1-MMP) is 

currently being studied by our group through solution NMR in different membrane-like 

environments. Currently, we aim to shed light on this complicated biological process by 

simulating the physiological conditions and in particular by studying the full length MT1 

MMP i.e. with the transmembrane domain.

Here we demonstrate preliminary results on the cloning, expression, purification 

and characterization of the full length MT1-MMP (Catalytic, Hemopexin like and 

transmembrane domain) and ΔCAT MT1-MMP (Hemopexin and Transmembrane 

domain).

Alexandra Louka - CERM Italy
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Poster 2 - Molecular details of Mycobacterium 
hassiacum glucosyl-3-phosphoglycerate 
synthetase, a key enzyme in methylglucose 
lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis

Despite the research efforts of decades, Mycobacterium tuberculosis is still in the 

origin of nearly 2 million deaths annually and is estimated to infect 2 billion people 

worldwide. The lack of novel mycobactericidal compounds over the last few decades, 

combined with the increasing number of strains resistant to the current antimicrobial 

drugs drives an urgent need for the identification of novel pathways and new points 

for therapeutic intervention. The remarkable resilience of M. tuberculosis is due, to a 

great extent, to its complex, polysaccharide-rich, and unusually impermeable cell wall. 

Since enzymes catalyzing glycosidic bond synthesis represent more than 1% of all M. 

tuberculosis ORFs identified to date, we became interested on the identification and 

biochemical and structural characterization of mycobacterial enzymes involved in cell 

wall biosynthesis pathways. In order to fill this gap, we have started to characterize novel 

enzymes in the sugar biosynthesis metabolic routes from thermostable and mesostable 

organisms (Pereira et al., 2008, Empadinhas et al., 2011, Tiago et al., 2012; Fraga et al., 

2015). The glucosyl-3-phosphoglycerate synthase (GpgS) is an essential enzyme that 

catalyzes the first glucosylation step in methylglucose lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis 

in mycobacteria. GpgS from M. hassiacum, a fast growing thermophilic mycobacterium, 

was expressed in E. coli and the recombinant enzyme was purified and crystalized in 

complex with UDP or UDP-glucose over a wide pH range (5.5 - 8.5). Crystals of free GpgS 

and of GpgS•UDP and GpgS•UDP-glucose complexes growing at pH 5.5 belong to the 

tetragonal space group I41, while crystals obtained at pH 7.2 and pH 8.5 belong to the 

orthorhombic space group P212121. Diffraction data up to 1.05 Å resolution could be 

recorded for free GpgS and up to 1.34 Å and 1.2 Å for the GpgS•UDP and GpgS•UDP- 

glucose complex, respectively, allowing a thorough characterization of the molecular 

determinants of GpgS intricate nucleotide and sugar specificities.

Funded by national funds through Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (FCT) 

and by EU-FEDER funding through Programa Operacional Regional do Norte 

(ON.2 - O Novo Norte), under Quadro de Referência Estratégico Nacional – QREN 

(grant NORTE- 07-0124-000001 - Neurodegenerative Disorders) and through the 

Operational Competitiveness Programme – COMPETE (grants FCOMP-01-0124-

FEDER-014321 [PTDC/BIA-PRO/110523/2009], FCOMP-01-0124-FEDER-014187 

[PTDC/BIA- BCM/112459/2009] and FCOMP-01-0124-FEDER-028359 [PTDC/BIA-

MIC/2779/2012]).

Alexandra Silva - IBMC Portugal
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Poster 3 - Crystal structure of the TreS-
Pep2 complex, a step forward in further 
understanding of capsule biosynthesis in 
mycobacteria

A capsule composed of mainly α-glucan forms the most outermost layer of cell envelope 

of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the causing agent of tuberculosis. Capsule mediates 

the adhesion and penetration of bacilli into the host cells and acts as an inert barrier to 

prevent the diffusion of macromolecules towards inner parts of the envelope. In GlgE 

pathway, one of the three pathways involved in α-glucan synthesis, trehalose in converted 

to glucan through the activity of four enzymes, trehalose synthase, maltokinase Pep2, 

maltosyltransferase GlgE and branching enzyme GlgB. The first two enzymes catalyze 

the conversion of trehalose to maltose, and phosphorylating maltose, respectively. It has 

shown that M. tuberculosis TreS and Pep2 form an octameric complex together. During 

this study we solved the structure of the complex at 3.6 Å in M. smegmatis orthologous. 

The structure reveals two pairs of Pep2 monomers bind to the opposite sides of the 

diamond shaped TreS tetramer in a 4 + 4 complex. However, studying the stoichiometry 

of the complex using other techniques such as: isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), 

analytical ultracntrifugation and X-ray scattering indicates a 4 + 2 complex formation 

in the solution. Moreover, our data using size exclusion chromatography would suggest 

that this complex formation is pH dependent and favors complex formation at more 

acidic pHs. This study is a step forward towards better understanding of the capsule 

synthesis in M. tuberculosis and paves the way to exploit the information to design new 

antimicrobials to combat tuberculosis as the first causing agent of death from a bacterial 

infection disease in the 21-century.

Ali A. Kermani - University of Birmingham UK
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Poster 4 - Integrating Structural Biology: a 
hands-on training course in Caparica

Collagenolysis, the degradation of one of the most abundant extracellular matrix 

components i.e. collagen, by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) occurs during 

development, wound healing, and major inflammatory diseases. The mechanism of 

collagenolysis by soluble collagenases, such as MMP-1, has been widely studied and, 

although its molecular details have not been completely elucidated, it is known that 

the presence of both catalytic (CAT) and hemopexin-like (HPX) domains as well as their 

flexibility are prerequisite and crucial.

Membrane type 1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) is a transmembrane cell- 

surface collagenase that mainly confines its activity at the cellular surface. The 

mechanism of collagenolysis of its extracellular soluble ectodomain (sMT1-MMP) is 

currently being studied by our group through solution NMR in different membrane-like 

environments. Currently, we aim to shed light on this complicated biological process by 

simulating the physiological conditions and in particular by studying the full length MT1 

MMP i.e. with the transmembrane domain.

Here we demonstrate preliminary results on the cloning, expression, purification 

and characterization of the full length MT1-MMP (Catalytic, Hemopexin like and 

transmembrane domain) and ΔCAT MT1-MMP (Hemopexin and Transmembrane 

domain).

Ana Luísa Carvalho - FCT Portugal
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Poster 5 - Structural insights into the 
interaction between the tandem PHD finger 
domain P5C5 of NSD1 and the zinc finger 
motif C2HR of Nizp1

Point Mutations or deletions in NSD1 gene cause human Sotos syndrome, a development 
overgrowth disorder characterized by facial dysmorphism, learning disability, and 
cerebral gigantism [1]. NSD1 is a multitasked protein whit a dual activity that can 
act both as a repressor and coactivator [2,3]. It contains several epigenetic domains 
including a SET domain responsible for histone methyltranferases activity, two nuclear 
receptor- interaction (NID) motifs, five zinc finger domains (PHD1-5), a variant PHD 
finger (C5HCH), two proline-tryptophan-proline-tryptophan (PWWP1-2) domains [4], 
suggesting a role in chromatin regulation and gene expression. The presence of deletion 
and/or point mutations targeting all the NSD1 modules suggests an essential, non- 
redundant role for these domains in the Sotos Syndrome [5]. It was speculated that the 
abrogation of NSD1-mediated repression of growth-promoting genes might contribute 
to pathological conditions [4]. In this context, about two-thirds of these mutations target 
the the tandem domain PHD5-C5HCH of NSD1 (NSD1-P5C5), suggesting that it has 
a pathophysiological role , however its biological function is still unclear. NSD1-P5C5 
appears to play a multifaceted role working as both histone reader (H3K4me3 and 
H3K9me3, [4]) and as interaction domain with the C2HR domain of the co-repressor 
Nizp1 [7]. In order to get more insights into the physiological and pathological role 
of NSD1-P5C5, we have solved its structure and characterized its dynamics and the 
interaction with histone markers and a non-histone protein. Contradictory data have 
been published on the ability of NSD1-P5C5 to recognize epigenetic markers and our 
NMR titrations confirm the interaction with histone H3 tail but exclude a specific binding 
with H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 epigenetic markers. We next solved the structure of 
the zinc finger Nizp1-C2HR, an unconventional zinc-finger motif, and we characterized 
its interaction with NSD1-P5C5, using a combination of NMR, ITC and computational 
methods. This is the first molecular description of the binding of NSD1 to an interactor 
and these data support the role of NSD1 as transcriptional repressor. In the context of 
the Sotos syndrome, we characterized the structural effect on NSD1-P5C5 of nine non- 
cysteine pathological mutations by NMR spectroscopy. The majority of them destabilize 
the fold, with the exception of the substitution His2162Arg that partially destroy the 
protein domain fold and the mutations Arg2152Gln and His2205Arg that maintain 
the protein fold. Our NMR and ITC titrations indicate that the mutation Arg2152Gln 
does not affect the interaction with Nizp1-C2HR, while the pathological substitutions 
His2162Arg and His2205Arg destroy or decrease of seven-fold the binding to NSD1, 
respectively. The abrogation or the reduced interaction with a repressor like Nizp1 
could be in line with the observed overgrowth phenotype. In future, we aim to solve the 
structure of the NSD1-P5C5:Nizp1-C2HR complex and investigate how the NSD1-P5C5 
Arg2152Gln and His2206Arg Sotos mutations affect the interactome and genomic 
network of NSD1.

Andrea Beradi -  San Raffaele Scientific Institute Italy
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Poster 6 - NMR study of new ligands of 
Farnesyl Pirophosphate Synthase

Farnesyl Pirophosphate Synthase (FPPS) is a key enzyme in the mevalonate, isoprenoid 

biosynthesis pathway. FPPS is nowadays the target of bisphosphonate drugs used in 

osteoporosis disease, nevertheless it is studied as target for anti-cancer therapeutics.1 

N6-Isopentenyladenosine (i6A) is a modified nucleoside exhibiting anti- tumor effects on 

human and murine cells.2 Growing biochemical evidence demonstrate the involvement 

of FPPS protein in i6A anti-tumor action.3

Here we report an NMR based investigation of i6A-FPPS interaction using saturation 

transfer difference (STD) and WaterLOGSY NMR experiments. i6A proves to occupy 

FPPS enzymatic pocket with a calculated KD of ~1mM. Molecular docking calculations 

based on NMR data allow for the determination of a binding pose model coherent with a 

prevalent role of isopentenyl moiety in the interaction with FPPS binding site.

Newly synthesized analogs of i6A, designed on the basis of i6A-FPPS interaction data, 

and screened with STD NMR experiments confirm the binding mode of i6A, underlining 

the importance of N6-adenosine substituent in the interaction with FPPS binding site. 

Introduction in this position of a benzyl moiety induces a significant improvement of 

interaction with FPPS target, opening the perspective that appropriate modifications of 

the newly introduced benzyl portion on adenosine scaffold, may lead to new interesting 

FPPS inhibitors.

Anna Maria D’Ursi - University of Salerno Italy
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Poster 7 - SUMOylation of the brain-
predominant ataxin-3 isoform regulates VCP/
p97-mediated inhibition of amyloid fiber 
formation

Machado-Joseph Disease (MJD), a form of dominantly inherited ataxia belonging 

to the group of polyQ expansion neurodegenerative disorders, occurs when the 

number of glutamines in Ataxin-3 polyglutamine region exceeds a threshold value. 

Ataxin-3 (Atx3) is a modular protein with an N-terminal globular Josephin domain 

(JD), followed by an extended tail composed of two ubiquitin interacting motifs (UIMs), 

an expandable polyglutamine (polyQ) tract, and a variable C-terminal region, which 

in some variants includes an additional UIM. In result of its modular multidomain 

architecture, Atx3 is known to engage in multiple macromolecular interactions, which 

might be unbalanced when the polyQ tract is expanded, culminating in aggregation 

and formation of intracellular inclusions, a unifying fingerprint of this group of 

neurodegenerative disorders. Since aggregation is specific to selective brain regions, 

posttranslational modifications that alter the interaction with molecular partners or 

the protein intracellular dynamics might also contribute for MJD. We demonstrate that 

the predominant Atx3 isoform in brain tissue, which contains 3UIMs, is SUMOylated at 

K356 both in vitro and in cells. Covalent attachment of SUMO protein to Atx3 increased 

its affinity for the ATPase valosin-containing protein (VCP, also known as p97), which in 

turn was able to drastically reduce Atx3 amyloid fiber formation while promoting the 

appearance of amorphous SDS-resistant aggregates of the polyQ-expanded protein. 

These findings highlight the role of SUMOylation as a modulator of Atx3 macromolecular 

interaction networks and as a regulator of Atx3 self-assembly under physiological and 

pathological conditions. It also offers the opportunity to develop p97-based modulators 

of Atx3 aggregation to be used as both chaperone-like molecules for Atx3 structural 

studies and as therapeutic agents.

This work was funded by Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (FCT, Portugal) 

through grants PTDC/BIA-PRO/100059/2008 and PTDC/SAU-NMC/110602/2009, 

and by QREN (Neurodegenerative Disorders – NORTE-01-0124-FEDER-000001). B.A 

acknowledge the financial support from FCT through fellowship SFRH/BPD/70783/2010 

and the financial support from Instruct thorough an R&D Pilot Project (RID:47).

Bruno Almeida - IBMC Portugal
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Poster 8 - Alignment reliability in 3D electron 
cryomicroscopy: A general approach

Electron Microscopy is reaching new capabilities thanks to the combined effect of new 

technologies and new image processing methods. However, the reconstruction process is 

still complex, requiring many steps and elaborated optimization procedures. Therefore, 

the possibility to reach a wrong structure exists, justifying the need of robust validation 

methods. In this work, we present a conceptually simple alignment validation approach, 

which does not require tilt-pair images, to evaluate the alignment consistency between 

a set of projection images with respect to a given 3D density map. We test the approach 

on a number of key problems in 3DEM, as initial volume and high resolution 3D map 

ranking and evaluation, where we show its usefulness providing a clear answer for maps 

that have recently been subject to a strong controversy in the field. Additionally, this 

alignment validation approach can be linked to the early stages of structure solving of 

new complexes, streamlining the whole process.

Carlos Oscar Sanchez Sorzano - CSIC Spain
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Poster 9 - Structural and functional 
characterisation of the bacterial GTPase YphC 
in order to identify new antibiotic compounds

The use and misuse of antibiotics over the last decades has hastened the emergence 

of drug resistance. With the loss of current antibiotics outpacing the development of 

replacement drugs, antimicrobial resistance is now a global concern. One strategy to 

overcome the emergence of antimicrobial resistance is to develop drugs that act on 

new essential biological targets with the hope of impeding the emergence of bacterial 

resistance.

YphC is a GTPase that contains two GTPase domains and one KH domain [1]. It is highly 

conserved in eubacterial species but absent in eucaryotes and was shown to be essential 

in gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria, being involved in ribosome biogenesis. 

Together, these data identify YphC as a good target for antibiotic design.

We aim to find inhibitors of the biological function of YphC. We are currently targeting 

two different classes of inhibitors: (i) molecules that will block the interaction between 

YphC and the ribosome by interfering at the YphC/ribosome interface; and (ii) GTPase 

inhibitors that interfere with the enzymatic activity of YphC.

We are on the way to set up different biochemical assays such as ELISA, pulldown and 

SPR to probe YphC/ribosome interaction with high throughput techniques. Then, we 

plan to screen either small specific chemical libraries or larger ones in collaboration with 

the platform Criblage pour des Molécules BioActives (CMBA, iRSTV, Grenoble). With 

this approach we aim to identify compounds that block or disrupt interactions observed 

between YphC and the whole ribosome or individual subunits. In parallel, we look at 

compounds inhibiting the GTPase activity and analyse them in complex with YphC by X- 

ray crystallography.

In addition we investigate conformational changes occurring upon nucleotide binding 

and hydrolysis, and how this impacts ribosome binding. We are using structural biology 

tools, such as X-ray crystallography and SAXS, to analyse YphC conformational changes 

in the presence of different nucleotides (GDP/GTP). Studies done with the WT protein 

and mutants have given promising results and may open the way for the search of 

allosteric inhibitors.

Catarina da Silveria Tomé - IBS France
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Poster 10 - X-ray crystallographic evidence to 
address the controversial models to explain the 
ferroxidase process in vertebrate ferritins

Ferritins are intracellular proteins that concentrate thousands of iron(III) ions as solid 

mineral. Ferritin is a multimeric system forming an external cage around the storage 

cavity. Iron enters the protein shell through ion channels, reaches the active site, where 

it is oxidized by O2, and proceeds inside each subunit, before entering the cavity [1,2]. 

Except bacterioferritins, where iron can be cofactor and/or substrate, studying iron in 

ferritins is challenging for the transient nature of protein-iron interactions that translates 

into undetectable iron binding in the crystals. Besides the high structural conservation 

of the catalytic centre, the mechanism by which the ferroxidase reaction occurs is not 

fully understood. The first model, proposed for several ferritins, postulates that the 

ferroxidase centre functions as a substrate site [3,4]. Two Fe(II) bind the catalytic site and, 

after their oxidation by molecular oxygen, the Fe(III)-O(H)-Fe(III) product spontaneously 

leaves the centre. A second mechanism, proposed for several bacterioferritins [5] and 

for P.furious [6], postulates that, after oxidation, the Fe(III)-O-Fe(III) product resides 

in the ferroxidase centre and that it may act as a prosthetic group in the catalysis of 

subsequently added Fe(II) substrates. Just recently a third mechanism has been proposed 

for all ferritins, relying on the presence of two binding sites in the catalytic centre 

with differential affinities for Fe(II) and Fe(III), aided by a third nearby binding site as a 

conserved gateway to the ferroxidase centre [4]. The Fe(III)-loaded centre is indefinitely 

stable until the arrival of new Fe(II) that triggers the sequential displacement of Fe(III) 

from the ferroxidase site and the catalytic oxidation of the displacing ion to Fe(III) [2].

We have developed a soaking/flash freezing method to allow aerobic and anaerobic 

addition of iron(II) to frog [7] and human ferritin crystals. Multi-wavelength anomalous 

diffraction data have been exploited to unambiguously detect iron atoms. Through this 

method we have observed for the first time the iron binding sites in vertebrate ferritins 

and how they evolve with time.

Moreover, the catalytic reaction in human ferritin has been monitored by collecting X-ray 

crystallographic data at room temperature on protein crystals exposed to Fe(II) by free-

metal diffusion in capillary. Structural data, together with stop-flow kinetic data, provide 

new clues to explain the ferroxidase process in vertebrate ferritins.

Cecilia Pozzi - University of Siena Italy
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Poster 11 - Regulation of the Catalytic Activity 
of the Human Phosphatase PTPN4 by Its PDZ 
Domain and Interaction with the MAPK p38γ

Collagenolysis, the degradation of one of the most abundant extracellular matrix 

components i.e. collagen, by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) occurs during 

development, wound healing, and major inflammatory diseases. The mechanism of 

collagenolysis by soluble collagenases, such as MMP-1, has been widely studied and, 

although its molecular details have not been completely elucidated, it is known that 

the presence of both catalytic (CAT) and hemopexin-like (HPX) domains as well as their 

flexibility are prerequisite and crucial.

Membrane type 1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) is a transmembrane cell- 

surface collagenase that mainly confines its activity at the cellular surface. The 

mechanism of collagenolysis of its extracellular soluble ectodomain (sMT1-MMP) is 

currently being studied by our group through solution NMR in different membrane-like 

environments. Currently, we aim to shed light on this complicated biological process by 

simulating the physiological conditions and in particular by studying the full length MT1 

MMP i.e. with the transmembrane domain.

Here we demonstrate preliminary results on the cloning, expression, purification 

and characterization of the full length MT1-MMP (Catalytic, Hemopexin like and 

transmembrane domain) and ΔCAT MT1-MMP (Hemopexin and Transmembrane 

domain).

Célia Caillet-Saguy - Pasteur Institute France
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Poster 12 - MetaD simulations rationalize 
the conformational effects induced by N- 
methylation of RGD cyclohexapeptides

Cyclic peptides are a promising class of compounds that can be used as therapeutics in 
modulation of protein-protein interactions thanks to their favourable pharmacokinetic 
characteristics. Nevertheless their application has been relatively limited due to the 
difficulties to accurately predict in silico their three-dimensional structure and their 
inhibitory activity. Because of these challenges, their optimization for specific biological 
targets has been mainly based on empirical approaches, requiring massive time- 
consuming synthesis campaigns of different variants to identify sets of molecules with 
appropriate conformational and target-binding properties. Computational tools could be 
fundamental in accelerating the drug design process, thus reducing the efforts dedicated 
to expensive and time consuming compound synthesis
In this scenario a detailed conformational search of ligands followed by docking 
calculations is highly recommendable to achieve reliable computational predictability. 
We have developed a multi-stage computational protocol[1] able i. to reliably predict 
the affinity of a set of cyclic-peptides towards different integrins, ii. to rationalize the 
interplay between conformational equilibria and receptor affinity. This protocol relies 
on the combination of enhanced sampling molecular dynamics technique (Bias Exchange 
Metadynamics, BE-META), docking calculations and re-scoring via Molecular Mechanics/
Generalized Born Surface Area methods. We have explored the applicability and 
reliability of our method investigating the impact of single and multiple N-methylation on 
the equilibrium conformations of five head-to-tail cyclic RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) hexapeptides 
that were generated to increase their selectivity towards αIIbβ3 integrin.[2] We obtained 
excellent results: we validated the conformational sampling obtaining a good agreement 
with available NMR data and demonstrated our prediction ability discriminating 
between binders and non-binders. Herein we have shown that BE-META can represent 
a promising in silico spatial screening strategy to predict the conformational effects 
of N-methylation in cyclic-peptides, opening new perspectives in their application as 
therapeutic inhibitors of protein-protein interactions. Moreover our results are relevant 
in the field of integrin-targeting RGD peptidomimetics, as they offer a structural rationale 
for why N-methylation increases peptides affinities towards a specific integrin.
We expect that this combination of techniques will be successfully exploited in future to 
predict the conformational effects of methylation also in other classes of cyclopeptides. 
Herein, the method could be easily extended to predict the conformational effect of 
other chemical modifications, of flanking residues or of D-amino acids. Such an approach 
may be well exploited before entering time-consuming chemical synthesis and binding 
experiments.

Cristina Paissoni - S. Raffaele Scientific Institute Italy
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Poster 13 - Molecular Mechanisms of 
Repulsive Guidance Molecules in Neogenin 
and BMP Signalling

Repulsive Guidance Molecules (RGMs) control fundamental and diverse cellular 
processes including motility and adhesion, immune cell regulation and morphogen 
signalling. There are three mammalian family members, RGMA, RGMB (also called 
DRAGON) and RGMC (also called hemojuvelin), with each family member linked to 
a different function. Abnormal RGM function has been linked to diseases such as 
cancer, multiple sclerosis and a severe blood iron overload disorder called juvenile 
hemochromatosis (JHH). RGMs were initially identified as axon guidance cues in 
chick retinal axons. RGMs initiate a repulsive guidance cue through binding their 
transmembrane receptor Neogenin (NEO1). This activates downstream GTPases of 
the Rho family which trigger actin cytoskeleton rearrangements and subsequent axon 
growth cone collapse. Additionally, RGMs were identified as essential activators of one 
of the fundamental morphogen pathways, Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) signalling. 
BMPs are a large family of secreted morphogen proteins that control fundamental 
processes from patterning and organ development in the early embryo to bone repair 
and maintenance in the adult. RGM-activated BMP signalling has been shown to be 
crucial for iron homeostasis and mutations in RGMC cause the iron overload disorder 
JHH. The involvement of RGMs in both NEO1 and BMP signalling pathways explains 
the diverse range of functions and diseases that these proteins have been implicated in. 
However, the molecular mechanisms by which RGMs signal through these systems were 
not understood.
We have used X-ray crystallography to solve high resolution crystal structures of RGMB-
NEO1 complexes and all RGM family members in complex with BMP2. This detailed 
structural information, combined with biophysical and cellular assays has allowed us 
to propose a mechanism for RGM signalling through NEO1. Two RGM molecules act as 
molecular staples, bringing together and stabilising the orientation of the juxtamembrane 
portions of two NEO1 receptors and thus triggering downstream signalling. We showed 
using growth cone collapse assays that this 2:2 complex is essential for effective axon 
repulsion. Our RGM-BMP structures, combined with biophysical and cellular luciferase 
data have allowed us to propose an endocytosis-linked mechanism for RGM-activated 
BMP signalling. Interestingly in our RGMC-BMP2 structure the mutations in RGM linked 
to the disease JHH are located at the interface with BMP2. We therefore propose a 
disease-causing mechanism for these mutations: that they disrupt RGMC binding to 
BMP and prevent the activation of the BMP signalling pathway that is so important 
for regulating iron metabolism. Furthermore we also solved the structure of a ternary 
complex comprising BMP2-RGM-NEO1, with RGM acting as a bridge between BMP2 
and NEO1. We demonstrated that this complex exists in solution using small angle x-ray 
scattering analysis, and using super-resolution microscopy have demonstrated that 
BMP2 induces clustering of NEO1 in the presence of RGM. Our results show how RGM 
acts as the central hub linking BMP and NEO1, and physically connecting these two 
fundamental signalling pathways.

Eleanor Healey - STRUBI UK
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Poster 14 - The redox-dependent folding state 
of human Cox17 visualized by in-cell NMR

In recent years, in-cell NMR spectroscopy was established as a method to investigate 
biological macromolecules in their physiological environment at atomic resolution. It has 
been successfully used to study the effects of the cellular environment, such as molecular 
crowding, on protein structure and function, and to investigate interactions of proteins 
with physiological partners and other cellular components.
In this work, we applied in-cell NMR to study the folding and redox state of the 
human mitochondrial protein Cox17 in the cytoplasm of human cells. Cox17 is a 
metallochaperone involved in the delivery of copper ions to the cytochrome c oxidase 
enzyme in the mitochondrial intermembrane space (IMS). Cox17 contains six conserved 
cysteines, of which four can form two structural disulfide bonds that stabilize the 
coiled- coil helix coiled-coil helix (CHCH) protein domain, and two act as the binding 
site for Cu(I). Therefore, Cox17 can exist in three oxidation states: fully reduced, 
unfolded (Cox170S-S), partially oxidized, folded (Cox172S-S) and fully oxidized, folded 
(Cox173S-S). Like most mitochondrial proteins, Cox17 is synthesized in the cytoplasm in 
the reduced unfolded state, and has to be imported in the IMS of mitochondria where it 
undergoes oxidative folding, catalyzed by the chaperone Mia40, reaching its functional 
partially oxidized form (Cox172S-S).
Transient expression of human Cox17 was performed in human embryonic kidney cells 
(HEK293T). The cellular localization of overexpressed Cox17 was mainly cytoplasmic, 
as analyzed by Western Blot. Cox17 folding was monitored through 1H-15N SOFAST- 
HMQC NMR experiments, which showed that Cox17 is mainly folded in the cytoplasm 
(Cox172S-S), therefore in a conformation unable to translocate to the IMS. Previous 
studies on other mitochondrial redox-controlled proteins, such as Mia40 and the 
small Tim proteins, correlated the reduced state of the protein to the presence of 
the cytoplasmic thiol-disulfide regulating proteins, thioredoxin and glutaredoxin. To 
determine the influence of such redox regulating proteins, Cox17 was co-expressed 
together with glutaredoxin. The relative crosspeak intensity between the NMR spectra 
showed a decrease of the Cox17 oxidized form when glutaredoxin was co-expressed. 
This finding suggests that, like other small proteins of the IMS, Cox17 redox state is 
modulated by glutaredoxin.
This study highlights that in living cells the folding and the redox state of mitochondrial 
proteins before their import inside the IMS is modulated by specific partners, which are 
critical to regulate the equilibrium between different folding states in the cytoplasm.

Eleonora Mercatelli - CERM Italy
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Poster 15 - Analyses of Bone Morphogenetic 
Protein-2 (BMP-2) binding by the von 
Willebrand Factor C (vWC) Domain of 
Collagen IIA and CCN Family Members

Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are secreted growth factors that promote 

differentiation process in embryogenesis and tissue development. Regulation of the 

BMP signalling involves binding by a variety of extracellular proteins, among which 

von Willebrand Factor C (vWC) domain-containing proteins are often considered as 

candidates. While crystal structure of the complex of Crossveinless-2 (CV-2) vWC1 and 

BMP-2 revealed one mode of the vWC – BMP binding mechanism, other vWC domains 

including that of Collagen IIA and the CCN family growth factors may bind to BMP 

differently. Here we present X-ray crystal structures of the vWC domains of Collagen 

IIA and CCN3 for the first time. The Collagen IIA vWC and CCN3 vWC structures share 

a more similar fold of the N-terminal half, comparing to that of CV-2 vWC1, with major 

differences lie in the BMP binding site of CV-2. Based on the structural comparison of the 

vWC domains, we analysed their binding ability to BMP-2; together with site-directed 

mutagenesis, we identified a novel BMP-binding epitope on the vWC domain of Collagen 

IIA. These results provide insight into yet another binding mechanism of a vWC domain 

to BMP-2.

Emma-Ruoqi Xu - EMBL Hamburg Germany
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Poster 16 - Combined in-cell NMR and X-ray 
fluorescence microscopy reveal intracellular 
maturation states of human SOD1

To fully understand cellular processes, all the macromolecules involved need to be 

identified, localized within the cell, and structurally characterized. Classically, these 

processes are investigated with different techniques for each level of detail, and different 

types of samples are used for each experiment. For example, protein localization is 

analyzed on intact cells; structural characterization is performed on purified proteins, 

either crystallized or in solution; frozen or fixed cells are needed for ultrastructural 

analysis by cryo-EM or X-ray microscopy. In order to allow an intracellular description – 

at all the resolutions – of the macromolecules of interest, new approaches are required 

to combine such different techniques on the same cellular samples. In-cell Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance (in-cell NMR) spectroscopy allows structural and functional 

characterization of proteins inside living mammalian cells, at atomic resolution. Due to 

the intrinsically low sensitivity, NMR data is averaged on a large number of cells, and 

does not provide any spatial resolution. Here we show that the atomic-level structural 

information of a metalloprotein obtained in live human cells can be correlated with its 

intracellular distribution and expression level and the intracellular content of metal 

cofactors. For this purpose, we combined in-cell NMR with synchrotron radiation 

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) microscopy, which measures the elemental distribution 

within single cells, and is ideally applied to trace elements, such as transition metals. 

Immunofluorescence microscopy was also performed on the same cells, to correlate 

the amount and intracellular distribution of the protein with that of the metal cofactors. 

We focused on the maturation steps of human copper-zinc superoxide dismutase 1 

(Cu,Zn- SOD1), which is a conserved enzyme, mainly localized in the cytosol, involved in 

the cellular defence against oxidative stress. Cells overexpressing SOD1 (either alone or 

with its copper chaperone CCS) treated with different amounts of zinc and copper ions 

were analyzed by both optical and XRF microscopy, and the data were correlated with 

the information obtained by in-cell NMR. Microscopy data showed a correlation between 

the intracellular levels of SOD1 and the content of zinc for each cell, which corresponds 

to zinc ions binding to SOD1 as observed by in-cell NMR. Conversely, copper treatment 

caused an increase in copper content in all cells, likely due to the cell response to external 

copper, with no correlation with SOD1 (or CCS) levels. This combined approach can 

potentially be extended to describe metalloprotein maturation events at subcellular 

resolution.

Enrico Luchinat - CERM Italy
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Poster 17 - Understanding the functional role 
of Glutaredoxin-3/BolA2 interaction in humans 
at an atomic level

Monothiol glutaredoxins (Grxs) with CGFS active site are ubiquitous class of [2Fe-2S]- 

binding protein. Eukaryotes contain two different kinds of monothiol Grxs, i.e. the ones 

with a single Grx domain, and others with multiple Grx domains. In humans, single domain 

Grx (human Grx5) is localized in the mitochondria where it plays an important role in the 

transfer of Fe-S clusters. On the contrary, a multi-domain Grx (human Grx3) is localized 

in the cytosol and many studies suggest that it may have a role in cytosolic iron trafficking 

and cellular iron homeostasis. Both trafficking and regulation functions of Grxs require 

binding of [2Fe-2S] clusters (1). Human Grx3 has an N-terminal thioredoxin domain (Trx) 

and two Grx domains that share a high degree of sequence identity with each other, and 

that are both able to bind in vitro a [2Fe-2S] cluster via protein dimerization. The cluster 

is coordinated by the Cys residue of the CGFS active site of each monomer, and by two 

GSH molecules (2).

Monothiol glutaredoxins from several species have been found to interact with a second 

widely conserved protein family in vivo, named BolA (3). In yeast, monothiol Grx3-like 

cytosolic glutaredoxins form [2Fe-2S]-bridged hetero-dimers with the cytosolic BolA-like 

protein Fra2. The [2Fe-2S] cluster is coordinated by the two Cys residues of the CGSF 

active site of Grxs and by a Fra2 His residue (4). Genetic studies in yeast demonstrate 

that the Grx-BolA interaction is required for the efficient iron-dependent inhibition of 

the Aft1 and Aft2 activators, which are responsible for the transcription of iron uptake 

and storage genes (5). Recently, it has been shown that also the two tandem Grx-like 

domains in human Grx3 are able to form [2Fe-2S]-bridged complexes with human BolA2, 

similarly to the yeast homologues (6).

We present here an in vitro characterization of the structural and metal binding 

properties of the human Grx3-BolA2 hetero-complex. In addition to the regulatory 

function previously proposed for the complex, we investigated its potential functional 

role in transferring [2Fe-2S] clusters, by studying the interaction with anamorsin, a 

Grx3 physiological partner, which is a [2Fe-2S] cluster-binding protein involved in the 

maturation of cytosolic Fe/S cluster proteins.

Francesca Camponeschi - CERM Italy
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Poster 18 - NMR characterization of integrin 
αVβ6/RGD cyclopeptides interactions

Integrins are heterodimeric cell surface receptors that mediate adhesion to the 

extracellular matrix and are involved in many severe pathological processes. Among all, 

αVβ6 integrin plays a key role in the initiation of metastasis and is up-regulated in many 

types of cancer, but not in normal healthy organs. Therefore αVβ6 is an exciting target for 

both imaging and treatment, across many common cancer types.

The αV integrin family is known for interacting selectively with different extracellular 

matrix proteins, which share the same arginine–glycine–aspartate (RGD) motif.[1]

Few αVβ6 selective antagonists exist, which contain long amino acid RGDLXXL/I 

sequences, including a TGFβ3 peptide (HGRGDLGRLKK) [2], and which have been 

demonstrated to inhibit tumor progression in animal models.[3]

In a recent study we have developed a multistage protocol based on metadynamics and 

docking to study the modulation of αVβ3-binding selectivity. We carried out a systematic 

enhanced MD exploration on 400 RGD cyclic head-to-tail pentapeptides (X1-RGD-X2) 

in order to study the effect the flanking residues X1 and X2 on the cyclopeptides 

conformational equilibrium. The 400 cyclopeptides were subsequently screened, based 

on their conformation criteria and computational affinity scoring values for αVβ3 and we 

ended up with a small library of 16 cyclopeptides that were tested for binding to different 

integrins (αVβ3, β5, β6, β8, α5β1 and αIIbβ3) in ELISA assays.

Unexpectedly within this library we identified three cyclopeptides (MRGDW, RRGDF, 

NRGDW) that showed nanomolar IC50 towards αVβ6.

In order to get sturcutral insights into peptide/integrin interaction we have performed 

preliminary STD and Tr-NOE experiments between the soluble extracellular domain of 

αVβ6 and MRGDW cyclopeptide. Tr-NOE showed an enhancement of the intensity of 

the negative intramolecular NOEs of MRGDW in the presence of αVβ6, and STD epitope 

mapping experiments indicate that the aromatic ring of W residue is in close proximity to 

αVβ6.

In future these studies will be extended to the other two cyclopeptides. We plan also 

to perform NMR competition experiments with TGFβ3 peptide and to perform STD 

and tr- NOE using direclty human cancer cells expressing αVβ6 in order to structurally 

characterize the interaction in a physiological context.[4]

Francesca Nardelli - S. Raffaele Scientific Institute Italy
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Poster 19 - Towards the Development of 
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Approaches 
against B. pseudomallei: Structure Based B Cell 
Epitope Design of BPSL1050 Antigen

Bulkholderia pseudomallei is the etiological agent of melioidosis, a severe endemic disease 

in South-East Asia, causing septicemia and organ failure with high mortality rates. 

Current treatments and diagnostic approaches are largely ineffective. The development 

of new diagnostic tools and vaccines towards effective therapeutic opportunities against 

B. pseudomallei is therefore an urgent priority. In the framework of a multidisciplinary 

project tackling melioidosis through reverse and structural vaccinology, BPSL1050 was 

identified as a candidate for immunodiagnostic and vaccine development based on its 

reactivity against the sera of melioidosis patients. We determined its NMR solution 

structure and dynamics, and by novel computational methods we predicted immunogenic 

epitopes that once synthesized were able to elicit the production of antibodies inducing 

the agglutination of the bacterium and recognizing both BPSL1050 and B. pseudomallei 
crude extracts. Overall, these results hold promise for novel chemical biology approaches 

in the discovery of new diagnostic and prophylactic tools against melioidosis

Giovanna Musco - S. Raffaele Scientific Institute Italy
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Poster 20 - Integrative modeling of 
biomolecular complexes with cryo-EM data: 
combining automatic rigid body fitting with 
HADDOCK.

Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is a rapidly developing method, capable of imaging 

large macromolecular complexes in a near-native hydrated state. Despite significant 

advances, the resolution is usually too low for a direct atomic view and important details 

of the binding interface are lost. In order to give a structural interpretation to the data, 

high-resolution atomic models are placed in the density as a rigid body, when possible. 

Unfortunately, this is often performed manually using graphics software, which can 

lead to over-interpretation of the data. In addition, this approach neglects the detailed 

energetics of the system, leading to low-quality interfaces and even severe atomic 

clashes. Moreover, other sources of information are typically not included during the 

modeling or are used merely for validation purposes.

Here we will report on how we combined a GPU and FFT-accelerated cross-correlation 

based rigid body fitting tool, PowerFit, with our data-driven docking software 

HADDOCK. PowerFit performs a full 6 dimensional search of all three translational and 

three rotational degrees of freedom using a highly optimized search algorithm with a 

novel more sensitive cross-correlation based function. We will show how the objective 

initial search can be used as input in HADDOCK, which recently has been extended to 

combine cryo-EM data with other ambiguous and low-resolution information obtained 

from other techniques. All data is used simultaneously to actively drive the docking, 

scoring and refinement, resulting in a truly integrative modeling approach.

We applied the combination of PowerFit and HADDOCK on five experimental cases 

comprising of two ribosome, two virus-antibody and a C5-symmetric pentamer complex, 

in the resolution range of 8.5 to 21Å. For the ribosome and virus-antibody cases 

additional interface information was included during the modeling; for the pentamer 

we leveraged the symmetry of the system for enhanced sampling. In contrast to the 

structures currently deposited in the PDB, the HADDOCK models show high-quality 

interfaces revealing new details of the interactions. Thus, both PowerFit and HADDOCK 

are valuable and user-friendly additions in the toolbox of the integrative structural 

biologist.

Gydo C.P. van Zundert - Bijovet Center Netherlands
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Poster 21 - Title Alpha-Repeat proteins are 
very stable crystallization chaperones

Most proteins do not crystallize in their native form. In order to increase success rates 

in obtaining good quality crystals, biochemists dispose of a whole battery of protein 

engineering strategies to make their protein targets more amenable to crystallization: 

trimming of the length of the protein, mutation of residues that reduce the chemical 

variability of the protein, and or increase the stability are routinely used. Reduction 

of the conformational stability and improvement of the crystallization capacities of 

protein surfaces are since long recognized as interesting routes towards successful 

crystallization, but they are difficult to approach experimentally. The use of artificial 

specific binding proteins was introduced a decade ago as an attractive option for 

crystallizing recalcitrant protein targets. The strategy consists of raising binders 

against protein targets that could not be crystallized on their own and prepare the 

stable complexes for crystallization purposes. We have now assembled a large family 

of artificial proteins named alpha-Rep based on a subgroup of thermostable helicoïdal 

HEAT-like repeats. The library construction is based on a polymerization of micro-genes 

and therefore results in a distribution of proteins with a variable number of repeats. We 

showed that these alpha- REP proteins (1) can be overproduced in E. coli at very high 

yields have, (2) are very thermostable and (3) possess an amazing capacity to provide 

good quality crystals under a variety of chemical conditions. Using phage display we were 

able to select new specific alpha-Rep proteins binding to various different non-related 

predefined protein targets. We will present the successful use of the alpha-Re proteins 

as crystallization chaperones for both model proteins and for proteins that could not ne 

crystallized alone. Various new chaperone strategies are now under investigation.

Herman van Tilbeurgh - CNRS France
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Poster 22 - Structural and Biophysical 
characterization of the C-terminal domain of 
GW112, an anti-apoptotic protein involved in 
cell adhesion.

GW112, or Olfactomedin 4, is a 64 kDa secreted glycoprotein, with N-linked 

carbohydrate chains, occurring in a polymeric form due to multiple intermolecular 

disulfide bonds. Human GW112 is constitutively expressed in the bone marrow, 

intestine and prostate. At the subcellular level, GW112 has been localized in the 

nucleus, mitochondria and cell membrane (1). GW112 is a member of the olfactomedin 

domain- containing protein family and its ability to interact with cell surface proteins 

such as lectins and the cell adhesion molecule, cadherin, has suggested a function in cell 

adhesion and migration (2). Furthermore, it has also been shown that GW112 promotes 

cell growth by attenuating the ability of GRIM-19 to mediate retinoic acid-IFN-beta-

mediated cell apoptosis (3,4). These adhesive and anti-apoptotic characteristics are 

associated with tumor growth and invasion, suggesting that GW112 plays an important 

role in tumorigenesis (2,3). Recently, we have expressed in mammalian cells the 

C-terminal domain (GWTR) of GW112, undertaken its biophysical characterization and 

determined its crystal structure. The obtained results gave us insight into the functional 

role of this domain.

Isabel Bento - EMBL Hamburg Germany
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Poster 23 - Strategies for difficult targets: 
a case study of different approaches for 
recombinant expression of hNKRP1

Recombinant protein expression can be a costly enterprise, but as a primary source 

oflarge quantities of pure proteins for biomedical applications and research uses it is 

a necessary one. Unfortunately there is no single recipe for expression of all protein 

constructs that would guarantee yields in sufficient amounts. While some proteins are 

quite easily expressed in prokaryotic cells (either in soluble or renaturable insoluble 

state), for many we need more „sophisticated” approaches and some we label as the 

„difficult targets“. Here I would like to show a case study of a recombinant expression 

of such a difficult target – human natural killer receptor NKRP1 (klrb1). Natural killer 

(NK) cells are an intensively studied part of immune system, possessing unique ability 

to recognize and induce death of tumor and virus-infected cells without prior antigen 

sensitization. Their function isregulated by a fine balance of signals induced by multiple 

activating and inhibitory cell surface receptors and their interaction with the ligands 

present on the target cell. Research in their C-type lectin-like receptors repertoire has 

shown that ligands of some of these previously orphan receptors lie within their own 

family, describing a lectin-lectin interaction. This is the case of human inhibitory receptor 

NKRP1 and its ligand LLT1. Previous studies have shown that overproduction of LLT1 

in cancer cells or lower production of NKRP1 in NK cells is connected to cancerous 

manifestations.

Our previous efforts to study this system on astructural level via recombinant expression 

in E. coli have shown that the proteins aggregate to inclusion bodies and their refolding 

was inefficient. We decided to try mammalian expression system based on transient 

transfection of modified human embryonic kidney (HEK) cell lines, but we have never 

seen a better result than 100 μg of soluble protein per liter of transiently transfected 

HEK293T culture. Through the Instruct access to OPPF’s HT expression platform we 

tried to express over 26 different constructs combining with 8 different tags both in 

prokaryotic, insect and mammalian cells without major yield improvement. In order to 

improve on the productivity of the best construct in HEK cells we are now using a stably 

transfected HEK293S GnTI- cell line with a tenfold 

Jan Bláha - Charles University in Prague Czech Republic
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Poster 24 - Structural studies of C-type lectin-
like extracellular domains of NK receptors – 
puzzle of interaction preferences

Natural killer cells as a part of the innate immune system are able to recognize and 

degrade virally infected or tumor cells [1]. C-type lectin like (CTL) cell surface NK 

receptors are involved either in activation or inhibition of the NK cell response. 

Receptor-ligand interactions trigger event cascade in an NK cell, leading amongst others 

to the target cell lysis. The extracellular part of such mammalian receptors is formed by a 

CTL domain, a neck region, a transmembrane region formed by a helix and an intracellular 

part responsible for signaling. These CTL domains are predominantly involved in protein- 

protein interactions. The CTL fold was observed as a basic building block of many other 

proteins, including the macrophage mannose receptor, selectins, collectins and others 

[2]. The structure of the CTL domain is characterized by two α-helices, two small β-sheets 

and a long surface loop. Two or three disulfide bridges increase the stability of the 

structure. In some CTL proteins calcium binding in the long loop region is crucial for their 

affinity to ligands whereas in NK CTL receptors the same region is incapable of calcium 

binding and involved in protein-protein interactions.

Interpretation of our x-ray structures of human CD69 [3], mouse NKR-P1A [4] and 

Clr-g [5], human receptor ligand LLT1 [6], and of other known CTL receptor structures, 

complemented by computational analysis provides a comprehensive view of structure- 

function features of these receptors and the specific utilization of the CTL fold. 

Comparative structural analysis reveals typical interaction trends within the group of NK 

CTL receptors/ligands.

Jan Dohnálek - IMC Czech Republic
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Poster 25 - Structural basis of cytokine 
sequestration by the viral protein GIF to 
achieve immunomodulation

One of the most fascinating aspects of biology is how proteins from different organisms 
have co- evolved throughout evolution to interact with each other, which is now widely 
recognized as one of the cornerstones of host-pathogen interactions. For example, 
mammalian viruses have developed sophisticated interactions with host molecular 
targets that primarily serve to evade detection and elimination by the host immune 
system. The parapox orf virus, a mammalian pathogen infecting ruminants and humans, 
encodes a unique soluble protein that is able to antagonize two key cytokines involved 
in host immune responses. The ability of GIF to interact with granulocyte macrophage 
colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and interleukin-2 (IL-2) is part of a diverse 
strategy to temper the host immune response. Remarkably, GIF is able to scavenge 
two different cytokines and is to our knowledge the only viral protein known to do so. 
Thus, a dissection of the molecular and structural principles underlying such potent and 
unusual molecular strategy, will undoubtedly pave the way for a better understanding 
of viral protein evolution and pathogenesis, and for the potential exploitation of such 
information for therapeutic and biotechnological applications.
To elucidate the structure-function landscape of the interaction between viral GIF with 
GM-CSF and IL-2 we employed a hybrid structural approach based on structural studies 
(X-ray crystallography, small-angle X-ray scattering and electron microscopy) and kinetic 
binding studies (surface plasmon resonance, bio-layer interferometry). In this study, we 
present the crystal structure of the GM-CSF:GIF complex at 2.8 Angtrom resolution 
featuring a GIF dimer bound to two GM-CSF cytokines. The predicted unstructured 
C-terminal part of GIF is necessary for GIF dimerization and is indispensible for GIF 
activity. Binding of GM-CSF to GIF is mediated by a predominantly hydrophobic binding 
interface, which overlaps with the binding epitope of GM- CSF to its cognate receptor, 
GM-CSFR. Thus, GIF appears to serve as a viral decoy receptor. Our binding studies 
have shown that GIF binds to GM-CSF and IL-2 with high affinity in the picomolar and 
low nanomolar range respectively. Unexpectedly, structural characterization of the GM- 
CSF:GIF and IL-2:GIF complex by electron microscopy complemented by Small-Angle 
X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) revealed a torroidal structure consistent with an assembly 
approximately double the size of what we observed in our crystal structure.
Together, our results provide key structural and mechanistic insights into how GIF targets 
two cytokines central to the mammalian immune system to establish immunomodulation, 
and provide the necessary platform to design new experimental approaches to 
investigate the biological role of such assemblies. Finally, our work highlights the power 
of employing hybrid methods in structural biology, whereby structural findings from one 
method can be validated and further used to extend structural insights via additional 
methods.

Jan Felix - Ghent University Belgium
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Poster 26 - Nanobody-enabled fragment 
screening on active-state constrained GPCRs

In the past 10 years, GPCR drug discovery has relied on cell-based assays combined with 

high-throughput screening (HTS) of large compound libraries for lead discovery as well 

as optimization. However, progress in identifying new small molecule drugs has been 

disappointing and the pace of GPCR drug discovery is slow. One key problem is that 

compounds do not only need to target the correct GPCR, but the drugs must also exhibit 

the appropriate efficacy profile: agonist, partial agonist, neutral antagonist or inverse 

agonist. Even worse, hits from HTS screens frequently must be deconstructed to remove 

liabilities that cause toxicity or non-ideal ADME properties.

Fragment-based drug discovery uses low-molecular-weight, moderately lipophilic, 

and highly soluble fragments as starting points for developing novel drugs. FBDD is 

particularly advantageous for its ability to more completely assess “compound space” 

for molecules that interact with the target of interest. Last years, our lab has shown that 

Nanobodies are effective tools for stabilizing agonist-bound active states of GPCRs1-4. 

Building on this technology, we have developed a Nanobody-enabled fragment screening 

approach to explore new chemical space for the development of drugs targeting GPCRs. 

Our approach has the competitive advantage to other methods that we can screen 

fragments that exclusively bind to particular functional conformations of the receptor 

allowing us to triage our fragments according to efficacy profile and potency from a single 

biophysical assay. Nanobody-enabled screening of a moderate sized fragment library 

of 1000 compounds led to the discovery of several fragments with an agonist efficacy 

profile.

Jan Steyaert - VIB Belgium
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Poster 27 - Localisation and distribution of 
fusion glycoproteins on the envelope surface of 
HSV-1

Herpesviruses are a family of enveloped viruses containing double stranded DNA packed 

in an icosahedral capsid. All members of the family establish latency in cells and therefore 

infect hosts for life leading to conditions from oral sores to encephalitis in rare cases. As 

an enveloped virus, herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) of the alhaherpesvirus subgroup 

must fuse its lipid envelope with the plasma membrane of the host to gain entry into 

the cell. In HSV-1, the membrane fusion is mediated and directed by four glycoproteins; 

gC (nonessential), gB, gD, and the gH/L complex. Using a combination of fluorescence 

immunostaining and electron cryotomography (cryo-ET) with subvolume averaging, 

we aim to characterize the localistation, distribution and interprotein interactions 

of the aforementioned glycoproteins on the virion surface to further understand the 

mechanism of viral entry into the cell. gH/gL and gD ectodomains were reconstituted 

onto liposomes and studied by cryo-ET. Membrane protein-enriched extracellular 

vesicles (MPEEVs) were used as a platform to study the full-length glycoprotein gB in a 

native environment. Immunostaining and fluorescence microscopy were used to develop 

MPEEVs for full-length gH/gL and gD in order to obtain a more biologically relevant 

topology in the context of a native membrane. Template matching will then be applied, 

using the 3D reconstructions of the glycoproteins obtained from subvolume averaging of 

tomograms, to locate glycoproteins on the virion envelope surface.

Jemma Day - STRUBI UK
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Poster 28 - Mechanistic Insights Into Ligand 
Binding Event in Human GPCR
and ABC-Transporter by DNP-Enhanced Solid-
State NMR

DNP-enhanced solid-state NMR (SSNMR) is a powerful technique for boosting the 
sensitivity of conventional SSNMR by orders of magnitude. Here we present our 
ongoing work on applying this growing technique to study the peptidic ligand/substrate 
binding events of two challenging and unmodified human membrane protein targets, a 
G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) and a large ABC-transporter, which are essential 
for physiological regulation and health. These targets can only be produced to a small 
quantity even after decades’ efforts and are also intrinsically unstable. Such practical 
limits have made these important “real-life” systems almost inaccessible to most of the 
current high resolution structural biology techniques. In contrast we will show that DNP- 
enhanced SSNMR, combined with innovative sample preparation methods, permits the 
structural characterization the ligand binding events of these proteins, which are directly 
related to the function of these systems.
By applying DNP-enhanced SSNMR with properly selected spectral filtering techniques, 
we were able to observe the bound ligand in the complexes. The NMR data allows us 
not only to model the structure of the ligand in its bound state but also to locate the 
main structural/environmental changes of the ligand upon binding. In the case of our 
GPCR target, the ligand segment, which are located deeply in the binding pocket, only 
experiences a small and localized backbone conformational change while another tail 
part of the ligand, which was proposed to be randomly exposed in the extra-cellular 
vestibule, is actually involved in electrostatic interactions with the protein. These findings 
match previous functional and computational studies. A comparison of our model to 
an established model on another member of the same receptor family reveals drastic 
differences between these two cases though the ligands only differ by one residue. This 
particular site on the peptidic ligand could not only change the local binding mode but 
also strongly influence the structural preference of the ligand itself in the binding pocket. 
Our study therefore provides a new clue to the mechanism of ligand discrimination in 
GPCRs.
In the case of ABC-transporter, our structural data first confirms the involvement of 
several key sites on the ligand in its binding to the transporter. Moreover, the chemical 
shift changes suggest that, i) the average backbone conformation of these hotspot sites 
only experience minor changes, ii) besides the possible charge complimentary between 
the terminal part of the peptide substrate and the protein, other sites are likely to be 
engaged in different modes of binding. The co-presence of multiple binding sites and 
distinct binding chemistry provides the first structural evidence to the coexistence of 
the high ligand binding affinity and a broad range of peptide substrate which are both 
required for the function of this transporter.
In summary, our approach demonstrates that DNP-enhanced SSNMR could provide 
valuable function-related structural information on difficult targets and would be 
complementary to other structural biology approaches.

Jiafei Mao - Goethe University Germany
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Poster 29 - Molecular sensors of codon 
ambiguity in C. albicans signaling pathways

Candida albicans is an opportunistic fungal pathogen normally residing on mucosal 
surfaces and skin, but that can proliferate and cause infections in response to changes in 
the host environment. The complex biology of C. albicans is reflected by its impressive 
morphological plasticity, and complemented by its ability to ambiguously translate the 
universal leucine CUG codon predominantly as a serine (97%), but also as a leucine (3%), 
generating ambiguous proteins.
Analysis of CUG residue-containing proteins showed that C. albicans is optimally 
adapted to ambiguity, since only in a small subset of molecules (10%), the CUG- encoded 
residues are located within conserved regions where Ser/Leu incorporation might impact 
on protein structure and function (Rocha et al. 2011). Interestingly, the proteins involved 
in signal transduction cascades associated with morphological changes and pathogenesis 
are particularly enriched in CUG-encoded residues, some of which are located within 
active sites or in their close vicinity, where they are expected to differentially modulate 
catalytic activity (Rocha et al. 2011). Thus, we hypothesize that ambiguous CUG codon 
translation shapes the function of signaling proteins associated with yeast-to-hypha 
transition and cell wall structure and has an impact in host recognition and virulence 
(Sárkány et al. 2014).
The present study investigates the effect of Leu or Ser insertion at CUG positions in 
the structure and function of two key effectors of signaling cascades in C. albicans: 
Ras1 (GTPase) and Cek1 (protein kinase), that contain a single CUG-encoded residue in 
strictly conserved and functionally relevant positions (Sárkány et al. 2014). Comparison 
of the thermal stability of the recombinant proteins by Thermofluor analysis allowed 
identifying correlations between thermal stability and CUG-encoded residue identity, 
similarly to what was previously observed for C. albicans seryl-tRNA synthetase (Rocha 
et al. 2011). Accordingly, in vivo data showed that ambiguous translation of the CUG 
codon in a single MAP kinase has a dramatic impact on filamentation, colony morphology 
and resistance to cell wall-disturbing agents, suggesting a crucial role for codon 
ambiguity in the regulation of Cek1 function. Crystallization screenings are presently in 
progress, aiming for the determination of the three-dimensional structures of these key 
signalling proteins by X-ray crystallography. The structures of Ras1 and Cek1 with Ser 
or Leu at CUG positions, together with in vitro and in vivo studies, will provide valuable 
insights into a possible strategic role of natural codon ambiguity and might disclose the 
path to novel therapeutic approaches.

Joana Fraga - IBMC Portugal
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Poster 30 - Generation of tagged mammalian 
cell lines with an improved recombinase 
exchangeable cassette

Therapeutical proteins such as antitumor antibodies or enzyme replacements create a 

market of multibillion US dollar per year. The production of pure recombinant proteins 

in high amounts and good quality represents still a bottleneck in academic research as 

well as in industry. Especially the cell line development is a tedious and time-consuming 

process, since the isolation and evaluation of a high producer cell line can easily take 

months. We previously generated several CHO Lec3.2.8.1 master cell lines containing a 

recombinase mediated exchangeable cassette. To isolate a master cell line we performed 

cell sorting by an expressed fluorescence marker, followed by several rounds of clonal 

isolation. Afterwards a producer cell line can be generated by cassette exchange, which 

activates an antibiotic selection trap.

Now we expanded the cassette exchange system to other mammalian cell lines 

and improved the tagging cassette using the trifunctional selective marker 

Hygromycinephosphotransferase-Thymidinekinase-eGFP (HTG). At first the 

Hygromycine selection in combination with eGFP-fluorescence simplifies and accelerates 

the master cell line isolation after tagging. Subsequently efficient cassette exchange is 

allowed by the combination of negative selection for Thymidinekinase using ganciclovir 

and positive selection by activation of the selection trap. This enables fast and easy clonal 

isolation of producer cell lines. This improved strategy reduces the generation of new 

producer cell lines to the cassette exchange followed by very efficient and robust cell line 

isolation.

Johannes Spehr - Helmholtz Germany
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Poster 31 - Post-translational modifications 
in zinc dependent nucleases in plants and 
protozoan parasites

Members of eukaryotic nuclease I family are relatively small (30-35 kD) proteins, which 

are expressed in plants, fungi and several protozoan pathogens. They are able to cleave 

single- and double- stranded substrates, both DNA and RNA, with varying affinities to 

the substrate. In addition, phospholipase activity has been confirmed for tomato nuclease 

I (TBN1). Based on their cofactor preference, they can be characterized as either zinc-, 

calcium- or magnesium dependent. The plant members of the family play a significant 

role in many parts of the life cycle, including apoptosis, stress response and development 

of tissues1. Mammalian pathogens such as parasites Plasmodium and Trypanosoma 

possess genes coding for similar enzymes. It has been confirmed that they produce them 

in mammalian hosts to secure processing of nucleic acids and provision of purines for 

their growth2. Homologous proteins (about 30% sequence identity) can be found in 

Bacteria but their function has not been confirmed yet.

In continuation of our structural studies of tomato bifunctional nuclease I,3,4 we 

shifted our focus to other members of the family and to their glycosylation patterns. 

All of the eukaryotic nucleases of the family have glycosylation sites and the extensive 

glycosylation seems to be crucial for maintaining the stability and structural integrity of 

the protein. The N-glycosylation pattern in higher plants is highly conserved, although 

these sites are not consistent with those in other members of the family. In plants, it was 

proposed that one of the glycosylation sites has also a role in substrate binding5. This 

site is conserved also in the fungal members of the family, but not in the protozoan ones. 

With a view to find suitable molecular targets to control parasitic diseases, we aim at 

structure-based understanding of substrate recognition, activity control and inhibition of 

nuclease I enzymes, for which presence of the conserved glycosylation site plays its role.

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech 

Republic (grant No. EE2.3.30.0029), and by the project „BIOCEV – Biotechnology 

and Biomedicine Centre of the Academy of Sciences and Charles University 

(CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0109), from the European Regional Development Fund.

Karla Fejfarová - IMC Czech Republic
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Poster 32 - Characterization of membrane type 
1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) in a 
membrane-mimicking environment

Collagenolysis is a critical biological process and the elucidation of its molecular 

details has been a great challenge for structural biologists for more than two decades. 

Membrane type-1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) is a membrane-anchored 

collagenase that mainly confines its activity at the cellular surface, therefor its 

mechanism of action need to be characterized in the presence of membrane-mimicking 

environments.

Here the interaction of the extracellular isolated hemopexin-like (HPX) domain and 

of the extracellular soluble ectodomain (sMT1-MMP) with different membrane-

like environments has been investigated through solution NMR. The simultaneous 

interaction of the HPX domain and sMT1-MMP with bicelles and a collagen-like triple 

helical peptide (THP) has been also analyzed and the binding regions highlighted. NMR 

and kinetics studies indicate that the membrane-like environment interplays with the 

enzyme in the hydrolysis of the substrate. The comparison of the interaction mode of 

MT1-MMP with THP with that of the soluble collagenase MMP-1[1] provides clues about 

the different mechanisms of collagenolysis occurring for these two enzymes.

Linda Cerofolini - CERM Italy
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Poster 33 - Structural based vaccine 
development - hand-foot-and-mouth disease 
HFMD

Enterovirus 71 (EV71) and coxsackievirus A16 (CVA16) are the primary causes of 

epidemics of hand-foot-and-mouth disease (HFMD). The viruses undergo expansion prior 

to uncoating, and high resolution structures of mature and expended EV71 and expanded 

CVA16 have clarified the mechanism of uncoating. The expansion leads to a marked 

change in antigenicity and tends to be easily triggered for empty capsids. We here 

extend our knowledge with the atomic structures for both mature and natural empty 

CVA16 particles and also recombinant virus-like particles of CVA16. In the latter two, 

no expansion has taken place and the capsids are antigenically identical to the mature 

particle. As expected the mature CVA16 virus is similar to EV71, however structural and 

immunogenic comparisons highlight changes which may have implications for vaccine 

production.

Ljungan virus, first discovered from bank voles in Sweden, belongs to the parechovirus 

genus in picornaviridae family. It has been shown to cause diabetes and myocarditis in 

mice and be associated with such diseases in human. Unlike other picornaviruses, ljungan 

virus exhibits several distinctive features: the absence of a predicted maturation cleavage 

of VP0, which is normally the final step by virus RNA in capsid assembly; the presence of 

two unclear functional 2A proteins (2A1 and 2A2) rather than one, while 2A functions as 

protease in Enteroviruses and Rhinoviruses, it participates in the assembly of particles 

in Hepatitis A Virus; a conserved sequence determination in VP0 that is typically found 

in VP1 of other picornaviruses. We have determined 2A proteins structures from human 

parechovirus type3 and Ljungan virus. In addition, we report the near atomic cryo-EM 

structure of Ljungan virus which provides a molecular understanding for the entry of 

parechovirus genus and clarifies the evolutionary relationship between picornaviruses 

and picorna-like-insect viruses.

Ling Zhu - STRUBI UK
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Poster 34 - NMR study of Gp36-MPER – C8 
peptide interaction

The feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) is a lentivirus that resembles the human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Increasing evidence suggest a common structural 

framework for these glycoproteins, corresponding to similar roles in virus cell fusion. FIV 

is studied as a model system for anti-HIV vaccines and anti-HIV drugs development.1

We previously demonstrated that several short synthetic peptides that mimic the MPER 

of gp36 reduce the infectivity of FIV. In particular, an octapeptide (770WEDWVGWI777), 

dubbed C8, elicited antiviral activity as result of blocking cell entry, as observed for HIV 

fusion inhibitors.

In the hypothesis that C8, similary to T20 peptide,4 behaves as a fusion inhibitor peptide, 

interacting with NHR portion of gp36 of FIV, blocking the formation of six-helix bundle, 

here we report protein-observed NMR study of C8- Gp36-MPER (Gp36 738M-K785) 

interaction. Consistently we determined the 3D NMR structure of the full Gp36-MPER 

by acquiring 3D heteronuclear NMR spectra on a 13C and 15N double labeled protein 

sample. A full set of 3D-NMR experiments of Gp36-MPER was acquired at Bruker 900 

MHz in membrane mimicking environment consisting in dodecyl phosphocoline/sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (DPC/SDS, 90/10 w:w), mixed micelles.5 NMR structure calculation of 

Gp36- MPER on the basis of the collected NOE data evidenced the presence of α-helix 

on 739Thr- 747Tyr residues, 3,10-helix on 748Glu-760Gly and 765Gln-784Leu residues, 

type II β-turn on 761Lys-764Ile residues. Chemical shift perturbation observed in 

2D15N-NHQC spectra, demonstrated interaction of Gp36-MPER with C8 peptide.6

Manuela Grimaldi - University of Salerno Italy
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Poster 35 - Microbial Functional Amyloids:
Structural and Functional Characterization 
of Spine Segments of Staphylococcus aureus 
Phenol Soluble Modulins (PSMs)

Staphylococcus aureus is a prominent source of nosocomial infections, and notable 

for its propensity to form biofilms, which are difficult to eradicate and represent a 

significant reservoir for disseminating and recurring serious infections. Phenol-soluble 

modulins (PSMs) are a recently discovered family of peptides that serve as key virulence 

determinants in staphylococci. PSMs aggregate into functional amyloids, which are 

protein aggregates, both oligomers and insoluble fibrils that serve specific microbial 

functions. Formation of amyloids modulate PSMs’ role in promoting biofilm integrity 

and dissemination, and other biological activities. Despite the vital roles of amyloids 

in microbes, mechanistic understanding of their activities has been hindered due to 

their partially disordered nature and the lack of high-resolution structures. To bridge 

this informational gap, we focus investigations on amyloid spine segments which were 

shown to recapitulate amyloid properties of their parent proteins in human amyloids 

involved in aggregation diseases. Importantly, such spine segments are amenable to 

structure determination by X-ray microcrystallography. Using this approach, we recently 

determined three crystal structures of PSM segments, which are the first atomic 

structures of bacterial amyloid segments (to the best of our knowledge). These structures 

offer the structural basis of the amyloid role in biofilm structuring, and also revealed 

similarities and differences between human and microbial amyloids. We now plan to 

explore the mechanistic and functional implications of these and other PSM segments, 

in- vitro and in-vivo. We postulate that characterizing the spine structures of microbial 

amyloid fibrils and toxic oligomers will provide insights into microbial physiology, host-

microbe interactions, and perhaps even protein misfolding diseases, as well as aid the 

development of new antimicrobial drugs and materials used for novel technologies.

Meytal Landau - Technion Israel
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Poster 36 - An integrated structural approach 
to determining the transport
dynamics of dynein-engaged cargoes in vitro

Human cytoplasmic dynein-1 is the primary minus-end directed motor responsible 

for trafficking of a wide range of cellular cargoes, including vesicles, organelles and 

infectious viral entities. Using in vitro reconstituted whole human dynein-GFP motor and 

isolated porcine dynactin, we have reconstituted a system for tracking the movement 

of processive dynein along microtubules using total internal reflectance microscopy 

(TIRF). Using fluorescently labeled capsids isolated from Herpes simplex-1 (HSV-1) 

and Adenovirus as cargo, we aim to elucidate the in vitro transport of cargo-engaged 

dynein/dynactin along microtubules. Furthermore, using the same components we aim 

to directly visualize the molecular organization of the interaction between the motor 

complex and cargo using electron cryo-microscopy/tomography (cryo-EM/ET). We have 

observed, using TIRF, that in vitro the dynein/dynactin complex can facilitate the directed 

movement of HSV1 capsids, in one instance even for a distance of >20 μm. Using this 

system, we aim to further characterize the interaction of dynein/dynactin with virions 

as cargoes. In conjunction to the in vitro motility assays, we will also be attempting to 

produce electron cryo-tomography data that will allow us to directly reveal the spatial 

arrangement of the motor complex component in relation to cargo. So far, we have 

successfully reconstituted and visualized by cryoET specific dynein/dynactin association 

with microtubules. Inclusion of herpesvirus and adenovirus cargoes will allow the 

further characterization of their interactions with dynein and will be highly relevant to 

elucidating the structural interactions behind retrograde transport.

Michael Grange - OPIC UK
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Poster 37 - The role of the receptor in integrin 
avb3 antagonism: from computation to 
experiment

Nowadays most of pharmaceutical efforts in drug design are focused on the discovery, 

development and optimization of new ligands that efficiently bind to receptors involved 

in human disease. Even though traditional computational techniques are able to find 

small molecules that maximize binding free energy, they are not able to predict how small 

differences in ligand binding could reflect into structural and functional response of the 

receptor. In this context, particular attention should be paid to those allosteric receptors, 

such as integrins, whose conformational changes upon ligand binding are strictly coupled 

to signal transfer bidirectionally across the plasma membrane. Among integrins family, 

avb3 plays a crucial role in tumour progression and angiogenesis [1].

Therefore, therapeutic targeting of this class of integrin is highly attractive. Several 

small molecules mimicking RGD natural ligands have been developed as promising 

therapeutics, nevertheless the clinical development of integrin avb3 antagonists has far 

to been straightforward.

One major drawback of traditional RGD based integrin inhibitors is their potential 

to activate integrin conformational changes, which can initiate unwanted signals. 

Neglecting this aspect could lead to the development of drugs that induce agonist-like 

activities and adverse paradoxical effects.

Herein, we exploited a combination of computational and biochemical studies to 

determine the biologically active conformation of a small library of RGD and isoDGR-

based cyclopeptides, to discriminate in silico binders from non-binders and to understand 

at molecular level integrin allosteric changes induced by ligand binding [2]. Our results 

suggest that, differently from traditional RGD cyclopeptides, isoDGR containing peptides 

act as real antagonists, blocking integrin avb3 binding site without inducing integrin 

allosteric rearrangements and the consequent activation of the receptor [3]. Our study 

reveals the importance of ligand-receptor complex dynamics in drug design studies 

aiming at developing new real integrin antagonists, confirming that ligand induced 

conformational change of the receptor and its structure-function relationship should 

play a crucial step in common drug design strategies.

Michela Ghitti - S. Raffaele Scientific Institute Italy
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Poster 38 - NMR and DFT Analysis of 3D 
Structure and Spin-Spin Coupling Constants in 
Heparin Trisaccharide.

Theoretical analysis of molecular structure of heparin-trisaccharide, representing 

heparin repeating unit, showed that DFT method using B3LYP functional and the 

6-311+G(d,p) basis set, combined with explicit solvent model, can yield sufficiently 

accurate structural and NMR data for heparin-like oligosaccharides. Detailed analysis 

of Fermi-contact contributions to 3JH–C–C–H indicated that important contributions 

arise from oxygen at both glycosidic linkages, as well as from oxygen atoms on the 

neighboring monosaccharide units. Their contribution to the Fermi term cannot be 

neglected and must be taken into account for a correct description of experimental 

coupling constants. Computed data also showed that the magnitude of paramagnetic 

(PSO) and diamagnetic (DSO) spin-orbit contributions was comparable to the magnitude 

of the Fermi-contact contribution in some coupling constants in the central iduronic acid 

residue in this trisaccharide. Calculations of the localized molecular orbital contributions 

to the DSO terms from separate conformational residues showed that the contribution 

from adjacent residues is not negligible and can be important for the spin-spin coupling 

constants between protons located close to the geometrical center of the molecule. 

These contributions should be taken into account when interpreting DSO terms in spin-

spin coupling constants especially in large biomolecules.

Miloš Hricovíni - Slovak Academy of Sciences Slovakia
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Poster 39 - Pleiotropic role played by the PDZ 
domain in neuronal signaling pathways

The human tyrosine phosphatase PTPN4 and the Ser/Thr kinase MAST2 are two 

enzymes expressed in neurons. While PTPN4 is an anti-apoptotic protein, MAST2 

inhibits neurogenesis and neuroprotection. The PDZ domain of these two enzymes 

is specifically targeted by the envelope glycoprotein (G protein) of the rabies virus 

(RABV) during neuron infection. We have solved the NMR and X-ray structures of the 

complexes formed by MAST2-PDZ and PTPN4-PDZ with their respectives endogenous 

and viral ligands. As a result, the complexes formed by the PDZ of the two enzymes and 

their respective ligands are disrupted, triggering drastic effect on cell signaling and cell 

commitment either towards death or survival. The G protein disrupts the interactions of 

MAST2 and PTPN4 PDZ domains with their respective cellular ligands, the phosphatase 

PTEN and the MAP kinase p38γ. This competition constitutes the crucial initial step to 

hijack the kinase and phosphatase functions.

The PDZ domains of MAST2 and PTPN4 contribute to the recruitment of substrates 

but also to the catalytic regulation modulating the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation 

of endogenous partners. On the one hand, the binding of PTEN to the PDZ domain of 

MAST2 prevents MAST2 auto-association and drastically increases the phosphorylation 

level of PTEN by MAST2. We identified by NMR two independent cascades of PTEN 

phosphorylation, in vitro and in cell extracts, that could activate different regulatory 

responses of the phosphatase. On the other hand, we use an integrated structural biology 

approach combining X-ray crystallography, SAXS and NMR, to show that the PDZ domain 

of PTPN4 inhibits the catalytic activity of the flanking phosphatase domain and the 

mere binding of the p38γ allosterically restore the catalytic competence of PTPN4 by 

disrupting the inter-domain communication.

We established that the viral sequences act as competitors endowed with specificity 

and sufficient affinity in vital cellular processes, mimicking the endogenous partners and 

modifying their activity. Combining our structural and biophysical data, we rationally 

optimized deliverable short peptides that can compete with the natural ligands for 

binding to PTPN4 or MAST2 and display spectacular death capacities or neuroprotecting 

properties in several cell lines. Pro-survival and pro-death peptides are currently in trial 

for their neuro-regeneration and tumoricid activity in animal models.

Nicolas Wolff - Pasteur Institute France
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Poster 40 - Structural studies of the Botulinum 
neurotoxins binding to protein and ganglioside 
receptors

The Botulinum neurotoxins (BoNTs) are a family of bacterial toxins. Despite being 

one of the most toxic compounds known, BoNT/A and BoNT/B are extensively used 

therapeutically. The Botulinum neurotoxins generally achieve their high avidity 

and specificity for the neuron by binding two or three receptors. All serotypes bind 

gangliosides and different serotypes bind distinctive membrane protein receptors. 

We use structural biology and biophysics to study the binding of different botulinum 

neurotoxin serotypes to their protein and ganglioside receptors.

We have solved the 2.3 Å structure of a ternary complex of the binding domain of 

BoNT/B bound to the recognition domain of its protein receptor, Syt-II, as well as the 

ganglioside GD1a simultaneously, providing insight into the dual receptor binding of 

the BoNTs (Figure 1). The structure demonstrates that the protein receptor and the 

ganglioside receptor occupy nearby but clearly separate binding sites, thus providing two 

independent anchoring points.

There is a minor difference in the recognition region of Syt-II between rat/mouse and 

human (F54L), this has previously been believed to have minor effects (Figure 1). We 

found that this mutation drastically lowered the affinity of BoNT/B for the human Syt-II 

receptor. This is likely to be important for the therapeutic properties of BoNT/B.

The chimeric BoNT/DC toxin has a receptor binding domain similar to the same region 

in BoNT/C. However, BoNT/DC does not share protein receptor with BoNT/C. Instead, it 

shares Syt-I and Syt-II as receptors with BoNT/B. We have solved the 2.6 Å structures of 

the complexes between BoNT/DC and human Syt-I and rat Syt-II. The structures revealed 

that BoNT/DC possesses a novel Syt binding site, distinct from the Syt binding site in 

BoNT/B and BoNT/G. Our findings indicated that BoNT/DC could bind three receptors 

simultaneously, two ganglioside receptors and one protein receptor.

Pål Stenmark - Stockholm University Sweden
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Poster 41 - Cryo-EM on the Type VII secretion 
system in Mycobacterium tuberculosis

In 2007 we published in Cell; 129:1287 that after prolonged infection in macrophages 
and dendritic cells, M. tuberculosis translocates from phago- lysosomes to the cytosol 
and killed the host cell a few days later, while the BCG vaccine strain failed to translocate. 
We found that this process was dependent on a gene in the extended RD1 region (ext-
RD1). We then focused on BCG with a knock-in of the entire ext-RD1, which was recently 
identified by one of our former team member as a novel type VII secretion system (T7SS) 
(Abdallah AM et al., Nat Rev Microbiol. 2007). We found that these bacteria translocate 
to the cytosol of the host cell 7 days after infection. We concluded that the ESX-1 system 
is sufficient for translocation (Abdallah AM et al., J of Immunol. 2011 and Houben et al., 
Cell Microbiol. 2012).
Since my move to Maastricht University where I was invited to establish a new Institute 
for Nanoscopy we are now using cryo-EM single-particle analysis (SPA), and cryo-
EM tomography. We investigate recombinant purified proteins of individual gene 
products from the T7SS. In addition, we are purifying the entire intact T7SS structure 
using biochemical methods for 3D reconstruction. We will also generate lamellae of 
infected cells using cryo-FIB/SEM technology. The workflow starts on the CorrSight 
with live cell imaging of cell cultures on an EM carrier that can be used throughout the 
complete workflow in order to prevent loss of orientation and sample contamination or 
destruction. The instrument is a unique and dedicated light microscope for correlative 
microscopy including a fully integrated spinning disk system. Once a specific event or 
location has been identified by means of light microscopy and preserved by means of 
cryo- fixation, the vitrified sample can be re-examined on the CorrSight in a dedicated 
cryo-stage in order to precisely determine in 3D the position of interest. After 
transferring the sample to the Scios DualBeam, the identified region will thinned down 
to the appropriate thickness of about 200 nm without artifacts using the focused ion 
beam. The correlative software allows the transfer of all data from the CorrSight such as 
positions of interest and recorded images to the Scios DualBeam in order to know exactly 
where to prepare the lamella for subsequent high resolution cryo-TEM imaging.
 After thinning the grids will be loaded in the autoloader on the Arctica for high resolution 
cryo-tomography. The instrument is equipped with phase plate and high sensitive Falcon 
III direct electron detector for low-dose imaging, tomography software for automated 
low-dose tomography. The cryo-SPA, X- ray, and NMR data of the T7SS can then be 
docked into the images from vitreous sections or lamellae to construct a macromolecular 
map of the tubercle bacillus within the host cell. The broader objective is to gain insight 
into the structure and function of the mechanism for type VII-mediated translocation. 
This should lay the groundwork for the development of novel antibiotics and better 
vaccines.

Peter Peters - Maastricht University Netherlands
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Poster 42 - C-type lectin-like extracellular 
domains of NK receptors expressed in yeasts

Natural Killer (NK) cells, components of innate immunity, are large granular lymphocytes 

that play an important role in mammalian immune system. Their activity is modulated 

by activation or inhibition signals from the receptors on the surface of NK cells. Many 

molecular mechanisms have been already revealed. Proteins of the Klrb1 superfamily still 

represent portion of insufficiently studied receptors.

A majority of structural investigations of NK cell receptors with C-type lectin-like (CTL) 

extracellular domain have used recombinant proteins produced in Escherichia coli after 

successful refolding. A minority of the proteins were produced in eukaryotic expression 

systems that are able to perform post-translational modifications.

We have already expressed several variants of receptors from the KLRB1 superfamily 

in strains X33 and SMD1168 (both Pichia pastoris), or in JEL1 and BCY123 (both 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae) during our Instruct visit to Strasbourg. Initial biophysical 

analysis of the expressed proteins has shown unexpected results. The proteins tend 

to form larger oligomeric species in solution in comparison with strictly monomeric 

distribution of the same proteins expressed in E. coli after refolding. As expected, the 

proteins are glycosylated.

Our aim is to optimize the expression of protein variants for consequent extensive 

structural and ligand binding studies.

Petr Kolenko - IMC Czech Republic
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Poster 43 - Molecular mechanism for LAMP1 
recognition by Lassa virus

Lassa virus is a notorious human pathogen that infects many thousands of people each 

year in West Africa, causing severe viral hemorrhagic fevers and significant mortality. 

The surface glycoprotein of Lassa virus mediates receptor recognition through its GP1 

subunit. We recently solved the crystal structure of GP1 from Lassa virus, providing 

the first representative GP1 structure for Old World arenaviruses. Using this structure, 

we identified a unique triad of histidines that forms a binding site for LAMP1, a 

known lysosomal protein recently discovered to be a critical receptor for internalized 

Lassa virus at acidic pH. We demonstrate that mutating this histidine-triad impairs 

LAMP1 recognition. Thus, we provide a molecular mechanism that can explain the pH 

dependency of engaging with LAMP1. Moreover, our biochemical and structural data 

suggest that GP1 from Lassa may undergo irreversible conformational changes that 

could serve as an immunological decoy mechanism. Together with a variable region that 

we identify on the surface of GP1, those could be two distinct mechanisms that Lassa 

virus utilizes to avoid antibody- based immune response.

Ron Diskin - Weizmann Institute Israel
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Poster 44 - Novel insights into Hedgehog 
signalling from structural studies of the 
Hedgehog-Interacting Protein (HHIP): Implications 
for secretion and small molecule binding

The Hedgehog (HH) signalling pathway has integral roles in embryonic development 
and stem cell regulation, with a plethora of cancers and various diseases resulting 
from its dysregulation. The Hedgehog-Interacting Protein (HHIP), highly conserved 
in vertebrates, has been identified as a key extracellular modulator involved in the 
regulation of HH signal transduction through the plasma membrane. The C-terminal 
β-propeller domain of HHIP is responsible for HH ligand sequestration, an interaction 
previously structurally and functionally characterised by our group (Bishop et al NSMB, 
2009). However, the structure and function of the N-terminal Cysteine-Rich Domain 
(CRD), which displays low sequence homology to small molecule-binding proteins (e.g. 
Folate Receptor Alpha (FRα) and Niemann-Pick C1 (NPC1)), has remained elusive.
In this study, a multi-crystal and native Sulphur-SAD approach was utilised in order 
to solve the crystal structure of the HHIP N-terminal domain (HHIP-N). The HHIP-N 
structure displays a unique fold; it exhibits a splayed α-helical bundle similar to other 
small molecule-binding CRDs within a distinct C-terminal sub-domain, however contains 
an additional glycosaminoglycan (GAG)-binding sub-domain unique to HHIP. In crystal 
structures solved in both the absence and the presence of sucrose-octasulphate (SOS), 
a mimic of the extracellular GAG heparan sulphate, this proteoglycan-binding domain 
undergoes a disorder-to-order transition that does not alter the fold of the CRD region. 
Surface Plasmon Resonance and chromatographic studies have verified the interaction 
of HHIP with several GAGs (heparan sulphate and chondroitin sulphate) and suggest 
a second GAG-binding site in the HHIP C-terminal domain, also seen in the crystal 
structure of the HHIP C-terminal β-propeller in complex with SOS. Structural comparison 
with other members of the CRD family (e.g. cholesterol-bound NPC1 and folate-bound 
FRα) highlight the possibility of HHIP-N having a physiological small molecule-binding 
partner.
In conclusion, these data support the hypothesis that HHIP is both a cell surface-acting 
and secreted Hedgehog antagonist, able to regulate signal transduction both cell- and 
non cell- autonomously via a mechanism controlled by interaction with the GAG moieties 
of proteoglycans.
Further studies will attempt to elucidate the biological role of the HHIP-N CRD through 
the identification of a small molecule binding partner which, given the sensitivity 
of Hedgehog signal transduction to sterol-like compounds, may present further 
mechanisms via which to modulate this fundamental signalling pathway. This, combined 
with the proposed ability of HHIP to antagonise HH signalling over a wide field within 
the extracellular matrix, render it a candidate for the development of anti-cancer 
therapeutics.

Samuel C. Griffiths - STRUBI UK
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Poster 45 -  Primary and Secondary Dimer 
Interfaces of the FGFR3 Transmembrane 
Domain: Characterization via Multiscale 
Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Receptor tyrosine kinases are single-pass membrane proteins that form dimers within 

the membrane. The interactions of their transmembrane domains (TMDs) play a key role 

in dimerization and signaling. Fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (FGFR3) is of interest

as a G380R mutation in its TMD is the underlying cause of ∼99% of the cases of 

achondroplasia, the most common form of human dwarfism. The structural consequences 

of this mutation remain uncertain: the mutation shifts the position of the TMD relative to 

the lipid bilayer but does not alter the association free energy. We have combined coarse-

grained and all-atom molecular dynamics simulations to study the dimerization of wild-

type, heterodimer, and mutant FGFR3 TMDs. The simulations reveal that the helices pack 

together in the dimer to form a flexible interface. The primary packing mode is mediated 

by a Gx3G motif. There is also a secondary dimer interface that is more highly populated 

in heterodimer and mutant configurations that may feature in the molecular mechanism 

of pathology. Both coarse-grained and atomistic simulations reveal a significant shift of 

the G380R mutant dimer TMD relative to the bilayer to allow interactions of the arginine 

side chain with lipid head group phosphates.

Santiago Manrique - STRUBI UK
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Poster 46 - Oligomerization states of the 
human helicase RuvBL2 by negative-staining
electron microscopy

RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 are highly conserved ATPases known to have a key role in many 

cellular pathways, and cause cancer when deregulated. They use chemical energy 

obtained through ATP hydrolysis to exert helicase activity. To date, only the 3D 

structures of the full-length RuvBL1 hexamer [1], the RuvBL2ΔDII hexamer [2] and 

the RuvBL1ΔDII/RuvBL2ΔDII dodecameric complex [3] have been determined for the 

human proteins. Recently, the full-length dodecameric complex of RuvBL1/RuvBL2 from 

Chaetomium thermophilum was also determined.

Our main interest is the study of the different oligomeric forms of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2, 

both alone and in complex with each other. Also of interest is how interaction with DNA 

affects their structure and oligomeric state. To this end, we have used size- exclusion 

chromatography, analytical ultracentrifugation and electrophoretic mobility shift assays, 

complemented by single-particle electron microscopy studies.

Here we present the results obtained to date through negative staining EM of different 

oligomeric forms observed for RuvBL2. Besides the expected hexamers, we have also 

observed dodecamers and, for the first time, heptamers of this protein. The biological 

significance of the latter is still to be understood.

Sara Silva - ITQB Portugal
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Poster 47 - Cryo-Scanning Transmission 
Electron Tomography of Thicker Vitrified 
Specimens

We recently demonstrated the ability to merge state-of-the-art preservation of cells for 

electron microscopy (vitrification), with the method of scanning transmission electron 

microscopy (STEM)1. To date, cryo-electron tomography of fully hydrated, unstained, 

vitrified specimens has been performed using wide-field energy-filtered transmission 

EM (EFTEM), relying on primarily phase contrast for image formation. STEM has been 

considered incompatible with cryo-imaging because of the weak electron scattering by 

light elements and the anticipated need for a probe beam of damaging intensity in order 

to generate a useful signal.

By use of unconventional STEM parameters in an otherwise standard instrument, we 

show that cryo-STEM tomography (CSTET) is indeed feasible, while demonstrating some 

clear advantages. Data collected from intact bacteria and fibroblast cells demonstrate 

significant improvement in depth resolution normal to the sample surface, as well as 

access to thicker specimens. These advantages are attributed to the incoherent detection 

in CSTET, with superior signal penetration compared to EFTEM, and to the fact that the 

specimen remains in focus throughout the tilt range (by using dynamic focusing across 

the image field). We also find that radiation damage can be minimized by judicious 

adjustment of the exposure rate. This leads in practice to significant improvement in 

dose tolerance compared to EFTEM and immediately invites the acquisition of dual-

axis tomograms to minimize the effects of missing tilt information on three dimensional 

reconstructions.

Sharon Wolf - Weizmann Institute Israel
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Poster 48 - Structural Basis For The Assembly 
Of The Human CSF-1:CSF-1R Extracellular 
Signaling Complex

Colony Stimulating Factor 1 receptor (CSF-1R) is unique among the hematopoietic class-

III Receptor Tyrosine Kinases because it is activated by two distinct cytokines ligands, 

CSF-1 and interleukin 34 (IL-34) that share no recognizable sequence similarity. CSF-

1R plays pivotal roles in innate and adaptive immunity and is involved in inflammatory 

diseases and cancer.

Despite nearly three decades of research in the (patho)physiology of human CSF-1R 

signaling and human CSF-1Ra complete synthesis of mechanistic principles underlying 

their extracellular assembly has remained elusive.

Here, we show that dimeric human CSF-1 restructures its cognate receptor to establish 

a binding interface dominated by electrostatic interactions driving the assembly of a 

ternary extracellular signaling complex which features homotypic receptor interactions 

mediated by the fourth Ig-like domain.

Additionally, comparisons with the interface of the human IL-34:CSF-1R complex allow 

delineation of the functional duality of CSF-1R. Recapitulation of diverse structural 

snapshots of CSF-1R and CSF-1 complexes in light of available structure-function data 

now establishes that structural plasticity in both cytokine and receptor play critical roles 

in the assembly of a highly cooperative CSF-1:CSF-1R signaling complex.

Together, these structural insights allow consolidation of a wide array of available data 

and will be catalytic in future mechanistic interrogation of CSF-1R mediated signaling 

and its targeting for therapeutic purposes.

Steven De Munck - VIB Belgium
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Poster 49 - Variability of S1-P1 nuclease family

The S1-P1 nucleases (Pfam PF02265 family) are zinc dependent single stranded specific 

or multifunctional (capable of cleaving nucleic acids with secondary structure) nucleases 

from fungi, plants and some species of protozoa and bacteria. The natural roles of 

these enzymes usually lie in scavenging of nutrients, specific apoptotic processes and 

senescence in plants or in pathogen – host interactions. These roles as well as properties 

of the particular nuclease differ based on the organism. Three structures of S1-P1 like 

nucleases are known. One from a fungus (1) and two from plants (2, 3).

S1-P1 like nucleases from different organisms differ in many parameters including single-

stranded vs multifunctional activity, pH optima for different substrates or preference 

for sugar or base. In this study we put to context different biochemical properties with 

structural properties of known nucleases with known structures and extend our result 

to the whole family based on sequence similarities. Role of glycosylation, disulfide bonds, 

zinc cluster and nature of the nucleic acid binding sites are discussed.

Tomas Koval - IMC Czech Republic
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Poster 50 - ssNMR of encapsulated and auto-
encapsulated proteins

Among protein immobilization strategies, encapsulation and auto-encapsulation in 

bioinspired silica has recently come to attention, since the solid support is created via a 

protein-catalyzed poly-condensation reaction that occurs at ambient conditions. Here 

we report the NMR characterization of the protein and of the biosilica matrix obtained 

by these two different strategies. Since the yield of the auto-encapsulations higher, the 

study of the protein component is made easier by the higher signal-to-noise ratio. The 

analysis reveals that the structure of the protein and the silica condensation are not 

sizably affected by the strategy of biosilification.

Tommaso Martelli - CERM Italy
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Poster 51 - [2Fe-2S] BolA3-GLRX5: a novel 
player in ISC assembly machinery.

Mitochondria contain an Iron-Sulfur-Cluster Assembly (ISC) machinery responsible 

of the maturation of both mitochondrial and cytosolic iron-sulfur (Fe/S) proteins in 

eukaryotes.

In particular, [2Fe-2S] clusters are synthesized in mitochondria on a scaffold protein. 

The cluster is then released to monothiol glutaredoxin 5 (GLRX5), which was shown 

to mediate the transfer of [2Fe-2S] clusters from the scaffold protein to several target 

proteins(1). In this frame BolA-like proteins, which are generally grouped into three 

functionally divergent subfamilies designated BolA1-, BolA2-, and BolA3-like proteins, 

have recently emerged as novel players.

Previous studies have shown a physical interaction between cytosolic monothiol 

glutaredoxins (Grx) and BolA-like proteins in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Drosophila 

melanogaster(2,3). Therefore, it can be postulated that BolA3 functions together with 

Grx5 in inserting Fe-S clusters into target proteins.

Here, we determined the 3D structure of human BolA3 using triple resonance 

experiments and investigated the interaction with its protein partners.The 1H-15N 

HSQC spectra of apo hBolA3 showed well-spread resonances which indicates a folded 

protein. 77 out of 79 expected backbone amide resonances (excluding 2 proline residues) 

were assigned. Heteronuclear NMR relaxation measurements were performed in order 

to obtain information about protein dynamics. It results that apo BolA3 is rigid and 

monomeric in solution. Under anaerobic treatment with iron and sulfide, in vitro Fe–S 

Cluster Assembly, BolA3 is not able to bind iron-sulfur cluster.

Protein-protein interaction between BolA3 and [2Fe-2S] GLRX5 form was investigated 

by NMR. 1H-15N HSQC experiments were performed titrating one protein 15N labeled 

with the unlabeled partner using different protein ratios. These data showed that two 

proteins interact forming a stable [2Fe-2S] hetero-complex.

In order to define the Fe/S cluster ligands of BolA3 in the complex with GLRX5, C33A 

and H70A mutants BolA3 were characterized by NMR spectroscopy and also by several 

biophysical techniques. The functional role in Fe/S protein biogenesis of this complex is 

now under investigation.

Veronica Nasta - CERM Italy
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Poster 52 - NMR ligand-based screening on 
catalytic and signal-favoring conformation of 
human Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase

Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) is an enzyme that catalyzes degradation of the 

essential amino acid tryptophan (TRP), along a cascade of enzymatic steps that produces 

several biologically active molecules, collectively known as kynurenines (KYN) (1). After 

TRP catabolism was discovered to be crucially involved in the maintenance of maternal 

T cell tolerance (2), IDO has been proposed as an authentic immune regulator not only in 

pregnancy, but also in autoimmune diseases, chronic inflammation, transplantation and 

tumor immunity (3,4). IDO immunoregulatory effects, mainly mediated by dendritic cells 

(DCs), involve TRP deprivation and production of KYNs, that induce multiple effects on T 

lymphocytes, including inhibition of proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation towards 

a regulatory phenotype (5). The crystal structure of IDO has been solved, unveiling the 

presence of two folding domains containing the catalytic pocket with the heme cofactor 

inside (6). It has been recently revealed that IDO does not merely degrade TRP and 

produce KYNs, but it also acts as a signal-transducing molecule (7,8). IDO’s signaling 

function relies on the presence of two immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs 

(ITIMs) that, when phosphorylated, act as doking sites of distinct molecular partners, 

which can either prolong IDO’s half-life, promoting long-term immunoregulatory effects, 

or reduce IDO’s half-life, favoring inflammatory responses (9). The ability of IDO to 

switch among distinct functions by changing its conformational state deserves greater 

attention as a novel approach to IDO-driven immunomodulation. No low-molecular 

mass compounds currently exist that targets the signaling conformation of the enzyme 

once it is phosphorylated. Here, we will performed an NMR ligand-based screening on 

catalytic and signal-favoring conformation of IDO in order to identify innovative small 

drug molecules that, upon binding distinct sites of IDO protein, may favor/stabilize such 

specific IDO conformations and thus specific functional outcomes in cells expressing IDO.

Vincenzo Maione - CERM Italy
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Poster 53 - A study on improving OP 
hydrolyzing activity of phosphotriesterase from
Brevundimonas diminuta

The orthophosphate (OP) compounds inhibit acetylcholinesterase (AChE), resulting in 

over stimulation of synapses. The detoxification of OP compounds can be performed 

by use of butyrylcholinesterase (BuChE), an enzyme that acts as a scavenger binding 

OPs, thus reducing their toxic effects. Owing to low Kcat/Km for hydrolysis of OPs, this 

enzyme needs to be administered in stoichiometric amounts to detoxify OPs. Hence, 

evolving an enzyme capable of hydrolysing OPs efficiently with catalytic efficiency > 107 

M-1min-1 still remains a major challenge to the protein engineers and crystallographers. 

Phosphotriesterase (PTE) from Brevundimonas diminuta is a promising candidate for OP 

detoxification. Recently, Cherny et al., 20131 reported the evolution of PTE to detoxify 

nerve agents with > 5,000 fold improvement in comparison to wild type PTE. This study 

aims at crystallizing the improved variant(s) with and without substrate analogues/ 

inhibitors and use the crystal structure of improved variant as a guide to evolve improved 

variants. The results will be presented. The improved variant(s) with catalytic efficiency 

> 107 M- 1min-1 are proposed to be used in animal models for in vivo detoxification of 

OPs.

Yoav Peleg - Weizmann Institute Israel
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Poster 54 - A study on improving OP hydrolyzing 
activity of phosphotriesterase from
Brevundimonas diminuta

The homeodomain interacting protein kinase 2 (HIPK2) is a multi domain nuclear serine-
threonine kinase,originally identified as corepressor for homeodomain transcription 
factors (1). By phosphorylation, it coregulates specific transcription factors and accessory 
components of the transcription machinery during two fundamental biological processes: 
embryonic differentiation and development, and cellular response to
DNA damaging agents (2). Given its pleiotropic involvement in crucial pathways, defects 
in regulation of HIPK2 activity are linked to the development of several diseases and 
abnormalities. One of the best understood functions of HIPK2 is its role in DNA damage 
signaling. The molecular mechanisms that underlie upstream HIPK2 activation are not 
yet fully clarified, even if recently it was demonstrated that HIPK2 cis auto phosphorylates 
on the tyrosine 354 on the activation loop (3,4). Nevertheless, in response to high level of 
DNA damage, HIPK2 specifically phosphorylates human oncosuppressor p53 on Ser46, 
promoting changes in p53 affinity towards pro apoptotic genes, thus sending irreversible 
signals of apoptosis (5, 6). Several mechanisms, including hypoxia driven proteasomal 
degradation, lead to the HIPK2 inactivation with the consequent alteration of p53 
function that leads to chemoresistance and tumor progression (7). The restoration of p53 
pro apoptotic activity in established tumor cells is extremely helpful for intervention in 
cancer. For these reasons, HIPK2 protein is a novel biomarker in tumors and a promising 
target for anticancer therapies (8).
This project has been focused on the characterization of the structure and dynamics of 
HIPK2 and of its functional complexes with small ligands (inhibitors) and macromolecular 
interactors. Given the complexity of the HIPK2 structure, our experimental strategy 
has followed a step by step approach, aiming firstly at characterizing the crystallographic 
structure and the biophysical and biochemical properties of isolated domains of HIPK2, 
with the long run task to unveil the dynamics of the full length protein by means of 
solution methods. We’ve focused our first efforts on the kinase domain (KD) of HIPK2, 
which is involved in the activation and regulation of its kinase activity. We’ve set up 
crystallization trials of the KD in its native form. Moreover, we’ve introduced to different 
mutation (Y54F, K221A) in order to engineer more stable variants of the kinase domain. 
We are currently performing co crystallization of the KD and the two mutants in complex 
with ATP competitive inhibitors, used in literature for the same classes of kinases.
Understanding at the molecular level the activation of defense to genotoxic stress 
by HIPK2 that fails upon tumor development could pave the way to future targeted 
therapies based on modulation of the apoptotic response.

Antonella Scaglione - University of Rome
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Poster 55 - New challenges in structure-based 
antidiabetics design at the interface of chemistry 
& structural biology using synchrotron radiation 
sources

The unmet medical need for new drugs has created an emerging market for structural 

biologists. With a sole aim to utilize the knowledge of the 3D structure of proteins and 

identify structural determinants that are responsible for their function, application 

of the structure-based drug approach has been significantly benefited by large scale 

research infrastructures. State-of-the-art facilities provided especially at synchrotron 

radiation sources, have allowed collection of quality X-ray data at high resolution. During 

the last years, emphasis has been given on hybrid methods; however, the requirements 

for high resolution structures that would be further exploited for structure-based 

drug design, are satisfied only by X-ray protein crystallography. We have successfully 

delineated the active site of glycogen phosphorylase, an enzyme directly implicated in 

glycogen degradation and release of glucose in the blood stream. This work led to the 

design, synthesis, biochemical and structural characterization of a new class of β-D-

glucopyranosyl-pyrimidines, with Ki values in the low nM range that could potentially act 

as allosteric inhibitors of GP activity for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. The rationale 

under which this new class of inhibitors was developed to meet the diagnosed need for 

new antidiabetics and the results obtained using SRS/DESY at EMBL-Hamburg Unit, 

PETRA III and Diamond Light Source will be presented.

Evangelia Chrysina - National Hellenic Research Foundation
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